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In this study sntltled PwaptflUlJI Qt 
Nainig* in WAlt f di> 1« M « f ' 8 Baglv Bpatfv (lOQI to IQI8). 
my aim is to study de la Mare's early poetry with a 
view to explicating varlotui perspectives of his 
treatment and attitude towards Nature. It is 
partioittarly Interesting, for he v/rote at a time (early 
twentieth century) v^en the divorce between man and 
Nature had already reached its climax, and instead of 
Nature socio-political Ideas had become a source of 
inspiration for poetry. To the best of my knowledge this 
aspect of de la Mare*s poetry has not so far received 
adequate attrition from the poet*s critics. 
only D.R. MeCrosson in Wfii^ g dt 1ft WnTfl (19^9), 
and H.C. Duffin i n Wal^t^ de !». Mnjce t k Study of His 
pftftgy (IQWQU have touched upon this otherwise neglected 
aspeet of de la Mare's poetry, and that too in not a 
detailed manner, therefore, I chose this aspest for 
my M.Fhil. dissertation. In the beginning I was rather 
disoouraged for twn reasons •—• paucity of erltieail 
mattf l^al on de la Mare, and whatever erltical books etc 
I could get they hi4 either l i t t l e or nothing| on the 
proposed subject. Consequently I had to depend largely 
on the text Itself, nils is perhaps the first attempt 
i l l 
of I t s kind in the form of a full-length study in whieh 
I have trXed to explore Various perspectlTes of NatuTf 
in de l a Hare's early poetry. This may pave the way for 
undertaking a similar study of his Comiolate Boeiq^  
(1969) in future. 
My deep BX& sinoerest grati tude i s due to 
Dr. Masoodul Hasan, Professor, Department of English, 
Aligarh Muslim University, Allgarhj without whose 
benign and able guidance th i s iiosls. of mine would not 
have been possible. Thariks are also due to 
Professor H,C, Raizada, my teacher, for introducing me 
to v/alter de l a Mare for the f i r s t tlmef to 
Dr. A.R. Kidwal, Lecturer, Department of English, AMU, 
for sending me some very valu able c r i t i c a l material on 
the poet from Leicester (U.K.); and to Dr. Rizwanuddln 
Khan, Seminar Library Inoharge, Department of English, 
AMU, for his moral and material support during the 
preparation of th i s disser ta t ion. I also express my 
thahks to l^e staff members of MaUlana Azad Library, 
AMU, Aligarh, and to Mr. Mohd Saleem IQian who has done 
the typing wrk with more than a professional In teres t . 
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Nature has never been \Aiolly absait from 
poetry and E n g l l ^ poetry I s not an exception to I t . 
I t vaa t^ere in Iiangland and Chauoer in the tU t^h oentory 
and i t i s also in ttie poetry of Ted Hughes in our oi«i 
times. However, formally, the beginning of Nature-
poetry in English i s usually traced from the year 1726 
\hen James !Ehomson arrived in iKjndon with the manuscript 
of "Winter" t2ie f i r s t of the Seasons.*^ He i s a thorough 
na tura l i s t as he records the pleasure, the sorrows and 
the daily doings of the rus t ics and the poor and frame 
around this picture of thoB the splendour and beauty of 
\dld Mature. Xn fact I t I s Thomscm \lio began in ^ 1 1 ^ 
"the poetry of the poor, the sliepherd, tiie ploughman, the 
woodman^  the farmer-statesman. And he recorded thcdr l i f e 
and wo2k through Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter". He 
not only restored natural descriptions to poetry ''but 
he made a new kind of i t —» direct description of tSie 
1. S.A. Brooke, ^tailnXiim to SKlAah PMtry d'Oadon t 
J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd. , 1920), p . 30. 
2 . I b id . , p . k6 
dolngB and ajp«aranee of Nature | without any ]*«f«r«io« 
to man —» for her own sake".^ 
In Collins and Grayi ho\«ver| Nature i s painted 
as a baolsground to human action, a secondary scene, I^^ ey 
are linked back to tiie school of Dryden and Pope by a 
certain -want of "frank !Tataralism", and tfeer^orei even 
i n t3i0ir beautiftil works a "prosaic note" i s heard, For 
Gray %as of the view that Nature i s "the most graceful 
omamsnt of poetry, but not i t s subject". 
But for the Romantic poets Nature was no longer 
something inanimate or merely a background to human 
ac t i v i t i e s . For them i t was something animate whioh 
could influttOLce human personality, They a l l loved and adjbro;/ 
Nature in their own way, hxt in Wordswortii she found her 
most fai thful p r i e s t . In h i s poetry he has an original 
philosophy and an individual view to propound, Word«wort4i 
differs from other poets in the s tress he m t s on the moral 
influence of Nature on man. To him "ihe i s a Preseoee not 
3 , S,A, Brooke, IfateiraligB to BBKllah Pftitry (London I 
tJ,r:. l ^ i t & Sons, Ltd, , 1920), p , k?. 
mej?ely jsapabl© ^ f d«llgh.tful ard*>r, but; of tlfrat^ 
man by nobla dlaclplln*".^ 
ITnllke Wordsworth^ Shelley did not find any 
dldaotlo note In Natore bat her external beauty ohanoed 
him much. The description of various flowers In '•lEhe 
Sensitive Plant*^ shows how Shelley's senses reaoted to 
their beautyI ooloor and l^elr odours. He was not only 
content with her sensuous appeal but also sotjght In her 
the presenoe of »TTnlversal Beauty" In every object of 
Nature leading to "ecstatic vision". It Is this pantheism 
of Shelley i^iloh raises him to tlie highest plane of 
spiritual ecstacy. Like other Romantlo poets Byron also 
loved Nature and his poetry Is full of beautiful descrip-
tions of natural scenery* Nature for him Is a splendid 
background against which human activities deolct themselves. 
He looks on Nature not to find In It some spiritual 
essence but an echo of his own passions. 
Walter dela Mare was b om on 25 April 1873t 
and his first eollecticn of poems gflPga Qf 'MlftMfl O U M 
\ . W.J. Dawson, Mak^ra of Moiim.n ftigllah^ 1 s t Indian 
reprint, (Heerut Shalatti Book House, 
198?, p. 98. 
out In 1901 a t a tlm« Tiien he vas ubcmt 28 years of 
ago. I t moans titiat the formative years of the poet 
ooinolde vlth the l a s t quarter of the nineteenth 
century. I t \ d l l be therefore in the fi tness of things 
to make a brief survey of the poets \4io were ih.e reigning 
influences a t that time t 
After the Komantic poets %ture became a 
pervasive subject in English poetry. Even in the 
Victorian period ^iMch i s known for soientifio discoveries 
and religious scepticism we find f l r s t - ^ t e Jfeture poetry. 
In tfisnnyson, Browning and Arnold, the representative poets 
of the age^ there i s a continuation of the a t t i tudes c^ 
the Bomantlc poets towards l^ture but always tinged with 
the s p i r i t of the age, !33ioreyattitude i s more objective 
and sc ient i f ic . In ^nnyson the f i r s t thing tiiat one 
notices 1^ tdie beautiful landscape and the wide range of 
the objects of Ibture, more often than not , dealt wlt& 
seient i f ie objectivity. He i s "the poet of the flowers, 
t rees and birds. Of flowers he oust be held the supreme 
master. The meanest flower that blows does not Inspire i n 
fiennyson thoughts so deep as i t did to Wordsworth, bat he 
has painted them a l l -«— flowers, wild and cult ivated, 
t rees I hepb| woods, a o ^ s , and moors -— witti the 
magio of a Turner'*? Like Wordsworth| for liwinysfon 
too^lfeture i s beautiful, "beneficlenl and subl lH li i t 
a t the same time the s p i r i t of the age seems to have 
got hold of the imaginative mind "^Mch tmn in commanion 
•with the thought and knowledge of the day". In liwrnyson 
therefore, emphasis i s la id on the cruel aspects of Ifeiture 
and x-m find "future i-^ in tooth and claw"* Besides 
p ic to r i a l quality he has also got rare power of suggesting 
corresponSenae and interact ion beti-raen the mind and i t s 
siirrounding, This i s part icularly noticeable in the 
"TiOtcE Eaters" vSier© the "languorous" atmosphere provides 
a suitable background to tho lethargic end sleepy mood of 
the mariners \^ tmnt to l ive a l i f e of ease and inactivity* 
Bobert Browning la primarily a poet of man 
for ho held the conviction ttoat 'God i s glorified in man*, 
s t i l l he seems to have a gentsine love for l*iture. This 
love for Nature he owes to h is long stay in I ta ly —— a 
faet Oiieh i s easily tes t i f iab le by t^e landsoapes 'whioh 
are mostly I ta l ian , Thiyare photographic pictures giving 
$. F. Harrison I iwMiTagBt RusflUnt ^ttlX and QtfaMT Bittmattta 
(Loidoni Macmillan & Co., 1899)t p. 26. 
iv^reaslon of reallan on the part of thj^ pott t In 
the opening lines of "Pippa Passes" the oolouitful 
picture of the sunrise i s a fine example of this realism. 
"Meeting at W.^t and "Parting at Morning" sueoessfully 
Illustrates Brooming *s po\*er to capture a natural scene 
with a *few master-gtrokesS I^llo^ng i s the sea-seape 
at night t 
The gray sea and long black land| 
tod the yollot'f half-noon large and lowf 
And the startled l i t t l e ymves that leap 
In fi©ry ringlets from their sleep, 
As I gain the cove d^.th pushing prow, 
And quench i t s speed i* the slushy sand, 
and the sea-aoape at morning i 
Hound tdie cape of sudden cave the sea 
Ana the sun looked over tiie mountain's rim t 
These landseapes are not significant in themselves but 
for the human figures that move in the foreground! fbr 
example the seft«>scape in "Meeting at lH^t", to\4ard8 the 
mnf^ I s anll3zMi©(l xdth a hiiaan voice. Similarly th# 
B»pnlng scene in "Parting a t Morning" contrasts the 
ooTirse of the mm with that of the poet. 
Besides providing a baclcgroimd to htunan 
fienros Brooming also made syialsolio use of Ifeturef for 
9X5:nplo In h i s famous poem "Andrea del Sarto", Andrea's 
description of the ©vaning Ims a bearing upon his »stale* 
and Hnsipid* utit loo^x, 2510 *sens© of diminished v i t a l i t y 
i n the tintiTWD. cvenins in Plorenas hanaonises vitih the 
6 
\jistful f a tn l in t i c disposition of Andrea*. 
The foromst poet -^lo established a link between 
the early and the l a t e r part of the nineteentti century 
poetry i s Mathew Arnold; His a t t i tude towards l^ture i s 
unique In i t s own way. He was a great admirer of 
Wordsworth and the l a t e r seems to have influenced him 
oonsiderahly. Bat unlike Wordsworth Arnold does not 
a t t r ibute divine power to Hiture, % observes Heiture wlt^ 
6, O.P. Qovll, Bolurl Bramnaing (Allahabad t Kitab MAal, 
1972), p. 63. 
7. B. Ifor Evans, aitjilah PfttteY JB the MXW HtottMntfc 
gen^ag^ Clk>ndDn t MethuMi & Co. Ltd* ,1966, 
p . 8. 
8 
a l l h«r beautiful s l ^ t s and sounds and admires her 
beauty objeotively* 
Idke Wordsworth.Arnold also feels that "the 
\iorld Is too much \dth us". He i s fed up with 
This iron time 
Of doubts, disputes, d is t rac t ions , f ea r s , 
and diagnoses the 
Strange disease of modem l i f e , 
With i t s sick*hurry i t s divided aims 
He, therefore, turns to I^ture for solace and seeks 
refuge in her from tiie * fever and fret* of l i f e , as i n 
"Self-Dependence" t 
Te vho from Childhood up have oalned me. 
Calm me, ah, compose me to tiie end* 
But unlike Wordsvorthj Arnold thinks tiiat 
p 
the secret of nature "is not o^y but peaoe" as he 
says in "Resignation" i 
Yet Pausta, the mate torf we tread» 
The soleim hi l ls around us spread, 
This stream \Moh falls incessantly 
The strange scrawled rocks, the lovely 
sky 
If adght lend their l i fe a voice, 
Seem to hear rather than rejoice. 
Thus Arnold does not wrship %ture bat turns to her 
for solace and also for contrasting "the quiet of liature 
^ th the disquietude of man", 
Ifeture in Arnold's poetry is also seen as a 
background to man. For instance.the vivid, pictorial 
and accurate descriptions of the rural scenes around 
Oxford in the "Thyrsis" and "The Scholar Gipsy" not only 
add to the local eoloiir but also serves as a fitting 
8. C I^.. Sastri, MataiflV hSWll (Allahabad t Kltab Mahal, 
1972), p. 16. 
to 
l3Aokg]?Dund for the po«t*a reflections on xnodern l i f e , 
intensifying 14ie contrast betveen »Natur' * s t ranquil i ty 
and man'^ s res t less s t r i f e ' . As i.T7 Brooke r l ^ t l y 
ramaiks t "Arnold contrasts the calm of Ifeture \dtai our 
termoil, hurry, confusion and noisei he contrasts the 
Immortal l i f e of %tare vith our decay and death, and 
f ina l ly contrasts her joy and freedom vith our sorrow 
and slavery i n our struggle towards perfection**. 9 
Walter de la Mare's in te res t in and familiari ty 
xd.th Ifeture, and %d.th Tennyson's poetry may be noticed 
in h i s c r i t i c a l essays, •'Tennyson'*, "Ifeturallsts", and 
"Flowers and Poetry". Although he appreciated Tennyson* s 
insight into human character and in te res t in science, 
he part icularly credited the l a t t e r for h i s love of Nature, 
In fact de la Mare believed that Tennyson's in teres t in 
science arose frcxa h is in te res t in I^ture t 
"His in teres t in science \A8 dil igent 
and curious, but that too was in service 
of !iiture'».'*° 
9. Brooke, gp, flltf p . 198. 
10. Walter de la Mare, "Tennyson" in Plinnirea and 9p«au> 
lat ions (London i Paber & Faber, 19*^0),p.Mf. 
11 
Therefore I he dlseusscBi^ at length Tennyson's treatment 
of Jfeture. Da la^Mare eo^4d©rs l©nnyaon»s *llfelt>n^ 
and Impassioned adoration' of %iture more intense than 
any other aspect of h i s poetry. He i s of the view that 
Tennyson's passion for Ifeiture even atones for some flaws 
which 
the c r i t i c s have pointed out from time to time t 
•'When Indeed \je think of Tennyson •s 
l i fe-long and linpassioned adoration of 
h i s Ifetorei far exceedins in intensity 
even h i s concern with things of the 
Inte l leot liia insight into htaaanity, h i s 
liigjtilse towards introspection and h i s 
keen in teres t in science, a l l such 
crit icism seems a l i t t l e graceless | and 
niggardly if not beside the point""''' 
SlsefMhert too he appreciates Tennyson's direct contact 
with !feture i 
There i s scarcely a ly r i c of Tennyson's 
but has for i t s individual charm not a 
11 . Walter de la Mare, "Tennyson" in Plei^inirefl and Sweflu-. 
lationw (London t PaTber & Fa^er, 1SM)<^pp,^ 0'^ 1 
12 
sinpld passionate t h o u ^ t , not a 
laystio aM.tisivd20S8 or a profound imman 
emotion, bat someone supremely falth-fui 
or significant fragment from a direct 
t rys t with his Nature".''^ 
SlEdlaaely the foUoidlng statement ahout the popularity 
of Tennyson in -view of the regulari ty with ^ l o h h i s 
pooms imrQ appearing in th© contempornry anthologies I s 
very 3li;i3ificant# I t has not only a Bearing upon de la 
K&re's Interest in Sennyson's poetry bttt also brings out 
clearly the fact that he had a considerable knowledge of 
the Sln^lish seasons and the part icular birds associated 
with each one of than } 
"All three poems appear almost as 
regularly in every new anthology of 
Bniglish verse as cuckoo to our English 
spring in the third week of Apr i l" ' ' 
De la Hare believed that man cannot escape 
from the influenee of physical and social phenomena that 
12. Walter de la M«re, "Tennyson" in PtoaiHigta m^ Snwttr 
lotions (London t Paber & Paber ,19^) ,p . Mf, 
13* I b i d . , p . 2*f. 
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he happens to eome across In h i s childhood. One aspect 
or/other a t t r ac t s him most and continues to be a permanent 
passion even in maturity* Similarly & poet oaanot lose 
sight of the part icular enviroment and people with \diom 
he had spent h is childhood, the best formative period in 
h i s l i f e » 
" • . • w man from childhood onwards, 
f a i l s to reveal a pronounced if 
vase i l i a ting inclination to \^a t on eartii 
most fully sat isf ies for him some perma-
nent Innate or inherited hunger, yearning 
and des i re . A poet, any a r t i s t , however 
ve r sa t i l e , I s unlikely to be exceptional 
in this"^^ 
Earl ier in the same essay emphasising the relationship 
between the poet*s mind and his environment de la Hare 
makes the following observation t 
"But poetry i s the outcome and flower 
of eiroumstanees and surroundings as 
well as of human beings" 
^k. W«lter de la Mare, "Tennyson" in PIe&«ur«fl and Stteatv. 
^ t i o n a (London tFaher & Faber ,19^) ,p . ^2 . 
15- I J ^ . f P* 32. 
lif 
I t \j&B trud in h is ovn case as well. He was born in 
CJ^urltoa i n K«^w Aocaa?dlng to Wevolyan i t was popularly 
kmwi as "the Garden of England"; Kent i s t radi t ional ly 
rich in natural beauty and i t continues to he the ohlef 
prodiioer of apples in England. Hence the child de la Mare 
opened h is ©yes in the midst of Ifettire and could not shake 
off the Impressions he received of the \K>rld around 
himself. His poetry i s fu l l of beautiful landscapes and 
animate world -— birdsi animals, small insect and tame 
animals, etc* In th is connection Kenneth Hopkins has made 
a very pertinent remark t 
"His attachments have a l l been local i 
b i rds , clouds, the seasons; and h is travels 
have not been to the s i t es of ancient 
bat t le f i e lds , or to c i t i e s having the 
17 largest t h i s , or the most celebrated that": 
De la Mare's unflagging interest in Nature i s 
borne out fully in h i s Important essay "Naturalists". In 
t h i s essay he has traced a brief history of Ifeture 
16. G.M. Trevelyan, Sngliah ,^Ofilal HiatOfy (london i 
Lonpians, 19^8), p . h^, 
17. Kenneth Hopkins, WlA^y da l^ Mmy the British Council's 
Pamphlet Nb. 36, (London s longmans Oreen 
& Co., 1953), p . 8. 
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poets ( W,H. Hudson, Prarik Buckland, Burton, White, 
IssaG'Walton, '/ferdswrth, Traherne, Bobert Bridges, 
Robln^ Herriok, Gilbert, Charles Waterton, Edward Thomas 
afit W,H, Davieg, e t c . ) oulmimting in h is b r i l l i an t 
refersnoer; to VI ,H. Hiilson. To him "Nature was a perpetual 
id 
mlT'^cle". He seems to value rural retirement and contem-
plat ion whioh reminds on© of James Thomson, Commenting 
on Hudson's naturalism de la Mare says s 
^To bo speclflo there are threo Hudsons 
present and active in his botacs, and they 
nay be clumsily denominated as the f ie ld 
na tura l i s t pure and simple, the human 
natura l i s t and the super-naturalist . . . 
As the f i r s t of these Hudson watches, 
scrutinizes, plays *Ispy' and col lec ts . 
He classif ies and experiments. He i s a 
child in the wild of Nature, and by no 
19 
means a dressny chi ld , taking notes". 
De la Ikre ^a$ quite conscious of man*s divorce 
from nature and was aware of the repercussions of th i s 
18. Walter de la Mare, "Naturalist", in Plflasigftl anfl 8Pfttia-
3a.tinni (London » Faber & Faber, 19M-0),p.»^8 
19, Ib id , , pp, 55-56. 
16 
dl-florce. In th is ragard ho was a Ibllower of Hudson 
^ ^ s e views he repeats In the following words t 
"Tliere Is ao doubt that 
nmn are very Ignorant al»ut Hatur© ••• 
VJe are not In Uature? w© are out of her, 
having made our o\m conditlonsj aM our 
conditions have reacted uipon and made us 
what ?^e are -*• a r t i f i c i a l creatures". 
Here we find similarity between de la Maro'c vlet; and 
those of Mathew Arnold, besides the Eonantlo poets. He 
also seems to subscribe to the belief that nan finds solaoc 
and comfort In the midst of Ifature away from the hujadrua 
of every day l i f e ; a ajlace ^diloh may be f e l t even by 
reading books •^Ich have natural descriptions i 
"On opening any such book, I t Is as If 
out of the heat and dust and noise and 
shallow fluster of every day l i f e we 
had entered into the coolness and quiet 
20. Walter de la Mare, ^•Naturalist" In PlflBaUTCa «l4 SPMtt-
latioiig (London t Faber and Faber, 19^)), 
p . ^-9. 
17 
of acme soli tary building of an age 
so extreme that i t aoquired a natural 
aal l iving s ta te and beairtyi for here 
every colourear, creature, bird beast 
but terf ly, l e a r and flo^-mr and the 
creeping thing •••• although i t be only 
21 
representative, is a l ive ," 
A man i^ ho had such an abiding interest in the 
treatment of Ifeitur© in oi±iers* tsrorks t^uld have hardly 
ignored i t in h is o\m poetry. I t i s also oleaT from some 
of the t i t l e s of h is poems i "BveninK", "Eisht", "Silver 
Moon and Stars" , "April", "Autumn", "Summer Evening", 
"Winter and ITight Flower", ^^/inter", "^^ite Mist", "ITight 
Frost" , "Dawn", "A Dale of Snjw", "The Three Cherry Trees", 
"The Bells", "The Linnet", "The Daisy", "The Moth", "The 
Bees' ^Song" and "The Pigs And the Charool Burner", e tc . 
21, Walter de la Mare, "Naturalist" in Pleasupea and Sr^ aou-
lationa (london i Paber and Faber, 1 9 ^ ) , 
p. 61, 
&I4££,IE II 
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By the ena of the nineteenth century 77 v^ 
cent of England's population was living in toxms and 
c i t ies , and only 2? per cent in rural areas.'* Moreover, 
dependence on land decreased and Industry and urban 
professions iasreased, The percentage of total population 
dependent on agriculture declined considerably in the 
later half of the nineteenth century, This steady decline 
in agriculture, and subsidiary industries made the villages 
backward in comparison with towns whose material opportu-
nit ies , exitonents and "pledges of a better l i f e attracted 
the youth and led to a 'rural exodus'."^ !I!his rural exodus 
1, David C. Marsh, ^te g l^flflKte 90gte3i Slirttolntfg Pf 
England and Wales (1871-1951) (London i 
Boutledge & K.P,, 1955), p. 96, 
2, F.G. Thomas, Xhfl ghanglflg Ymftgfl (London, 1 ^ ) , 
pp, 18-20 and the Chapter on "Rural 
Exodus", pp. 51-6^. 
20 
had lef t the v l l lagts Intelleottially poor, as the 
educated perjs^as mainly flocked to c i t i e s or tovns. 
"The whole routine", Ti^rites Itewia Mmiford, "divorces 
i t s e l f from the s o i l , from the v is ib le presence of l i f e 
and growth and decay, bir th and death . • . the "rhythm of 
the seasons disappear^ or ra ther , i t i s no longer associa-
ted with natural events, except in print ,"^ I t was th is 
divorce from Nature and a mechanical way of l iving (in 
metropolis) which bred in nradern man a mechanistic out 
look, and a lack of feeling for Ifeture, 
However, despite the mechanical a t t i tude and 
metropolitan way of l i f e , Hature-poetry was s t i l l quite 
popular among these city-bred individuals not only because 
of a desire to flee from the congested c i ty - l i f e but also 
because they thought that real English l i f e was alive in 
the countryside. During the .twenties and t h i r t i e s th i s 
a t t i tude became deeply ingrained^ and deliberate effbrts 
were made to revive interest in the English countryside. 
Almost a campaign was started to emphasise i t s significance 
by a large mmber of writers and in te l lec tuals . They 
3. Lewis Munford, Thi> OulfaiPft nf Citiftfl (Hew Itork i Brace 
& Company, 1938), p. 253, 
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iJKlude people lake H.J, Masslngham and C.E.M. Joad. 
MasaliaghaR wa» aC the vlmt that to dlacoYar »_the g^ltus 
of place' he had to f iM the past, paTtloulaply the 
Middle Ages. Even a highly Intellectual journal Scrutiny 
si^popted th i s compaign to draw the attention of the 
individuals not only to the 'organic community* of the 
past rural England} l3ut alcso to i t s possible contritrution to 
the onrichm^it of tho Boglish language,'^ Consequently 
in sTMner the roads to countryside ^^ere seen ful l of p ^ p l e 
seeking th i s *holy grail» of codern England - ^ the 
countrycido," 
In the txfrentieth century th is Imikering fbr 
ru ra l sentimantalism wn& love for Mature i s best displayed 
by the Georgians whose poetry became v ^ y popular, even 
more popular than those of Yeats, Eliot and others, 
dealing with socio-poli t ical ideas of the time. Anthologies 
of the Georgian poetry eame out sporadically between 1911-
22, and Walter de la Mare was one of the more frequent 
%, H.G. Masslngham, Gentoa ef England (London i Chapman* 
Hall , 1937), Preface. 
5, S.A. Ashraf, "Rural Sentlmentalisra in English Poetry 
During the Inter-War Period", in fiaaasfl. 
Preseoted to Amy G, Stock, ed, by P.K. Ka^ fl. 
(JaiptUPi Rajasthan Iftiiversity, 1965) fP. 159. 
6, Thomas, Qp, QJt.t p. 151. 
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asHtrflrators t a thtuis ®i« p©p«a.ayifey-of tW.3 poetry 
dialing vrlth Nattire I s «vld«Bft from I t s respectable 
size of sales. As many as 73|000 copies of the q« rg i an 
Poetry (1912-22),anthologies were sold", ^ l l e no more 
than 6,000 copies of the Hew Signatures (1932) got any 
Q 
customers , t hon^ i t contained poems by yoting ^^i ters 
interested in sooial change and »progressivists» 
movenient. 
At th i s point the general tendencies of the 
Georgian poetry and i t s a t t i tude to %ture deserves some 
attenfcion. According to Geoffi'ey Bullough one of the 
trends of this poetry i s **a natural is t ic reversion to the 
sin5)le l i f e of countryside, sea and open road, a l l ied to 
bold swi^iiB regular r|fethms and romantic natural imagery",^ 
They were writing of natural objects and of the countryside 
without being a part of I t j as they were invariably the 
product of an urbanised culture. About the i r subject 
matter David Daiches makes the following observation t 
7. Bdward Marsh, A ItelMlf itf PCOIlH I A BOOfe OX l^mtoXsflfaBftS 
(London, 1939) I p . 329. 
8. *hnL«hmann, Ihfl liaaTmEto Sallflfy (London, 1956),pp. 173 
pp. 173 ff. 
9. 0«»ffrey Biaioush, XrtPapftf HoaiTB P 9 i t n (Sdintoorgh t 
Oliver and Boyd, 193^), p . ^3« 
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"They took t radi t ional pastoral motives, 
romantic aoootints of the Bast, nature 
subjects, meditative descriptions of 
Bi3gllsh scenery or accounts in a subdued 
lyr ica l strain of personal eixperiences 
In l is tening to birds or watching 
sunsets , . . . " 
He has also drawn attention to the regional and rural 
notes of tMs school of poetiy, and observes that Vae 
Georgian poetry on th© ^^ole tmds to b© roglonalf besides 
the r a s t i c Englond there i s also the mysterious East, 
Xheir poetry bears ^ w i t n e s s to i t . In this; regard 
special mention may be made of poets l i k e \'h^* Turner, 
Francs i s Ledwldge, John Drinkwater, John Freeman, Harold 
Edmund Blunden,/'J,H, Davies; e tc . Mahro, r 
Walter de l a Mare also celebrates ' the acres 
of the countryside he knew best*. In h i s case i t was 
Kent of the Weald region, ^yhlch was a part of "a country 
of foaming orchards, of primrose and blue bel l woods, of 
10, David Daiches, Paetrv and the Modem Wprld (Chicago t 
The Oaiversity of Chicago Press, 19MO), 
p . 38* 
^ 
sedate^ unostentatious v i l l agers , and of l i t t l e suprises 
waiting to be discovered",^^ though he Id f t I t as a Tery 
young child of four years | hut th i s * garden of England' 
kept ion haunting him a l l through h i s l i f e and therefore, 
he always sang of the beauties, sounds and sights of the 
English countryside. De la Mare strongly held the 
conviction that tiie liiR)ressions whloh an a r t i s t receives 
in his early childhood and the environment in -idiich he i s 
bom and brought up always leave lasting Impact on his 
genius and consequently moulds his creative art accordingly, 
Ih i s he believes about ar t in general but about poetry 
he part icularly observes that besides other things 
(•circumstances and humn beings*)» "poetry i s the outcome 
and flo\)er of surroundings",^^ Also i n i t i a l l y and ultimately 
the genius of the landscape i s ^ e genius of the people 
around i t . Each has influenced the other. In the course 
of their centuries of story the people of every country 
have become unconscious landscape gardenecs. And for 
England there have be«i few landseape gardners l i k e Walter 
de la Mare. Who to h is l a s t breath sang of "0 Lovely 
11, Thomas Burke, The Beimtv of Enel^ ^nd (London i George 
G, Harraip C5o, Ltd,, 1933)f p . 268, 
12, Walter de l a Mare, "Tennyaon" in Plaaaigfta anfl-
TlTlflfl'l'^ '**'-^ nni1 (London i Faber and Faber, 
19»*0), p . 32. 
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England". ^3 l/toat tha ohlld de la Jfere so early ani 
so eagerly absorbed became the *waPp and woof* of hie 
writings. ' '^ C«?talnly the Impressions of a child are 
profound and ttiis partlotCLar child must have been 
^unustiolly obs^vcnt and sensitive*. Th»6e Is rntch In 
his \Drkc which str ikes us as 'remembered*''^. In t h i s 
oomiQction Thomas Btirkc provides a very good sKarople \dien 
he compares the se t t ing / locale of Walter de l a Maee's 
fanious poaa "The Idstners" %d.th a plaoe called Chlddlngston 
16 
ill Kent, I t i s cot tiie oaso t,dth one oinglo poea but 
i t lioldo good for many of h is poems iihich have as the i r 
l e t t i n g / background the hopfloldc and Cherry-orchards of 
St i l t . 
Here i s Walter de la Mare speaking of Englands 
r>nrl 
woods, sea,/sky to a 'foreign sailor* t 
•In England now you be, 
This her wood, and there her sky, 
13. I.H. Agarwal, "Walter de l a Mare i The Background 
aixl the Work, in Bggnya ftH^ StfUfllflg t 
SiBOflfl gflflflg ed. by K.K, Mehrotra, 
(Allahabad i Lok Bharti , 1970), p. 91. 
1»f, I b i l . , p. 92. 
15. Tonrest Held, w>lti.». Ai> ta Mmre t A Gritiftfll study 
(London i Faber & Paber Ltd. , 1929), p» 13. 
l6« BiBPlMf ^Bitajliy^f P* 269* 
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And that her roaring soa*.*' 
«l3)0Dlrlng of the JTIora he says s 
«It Is wild roses 
Do smell 30 winsomely 
Aiid ^/Iny briartoo% says I , 
^hat in theso tMokato bo*»^ 
DoDcribing tho b3j?d3, ho informs a •foroisn sailor* .' 
' I t i s tho navlB 
That perches in the tree^ 
19 
And sing so s h r i l l , and sings so s^yeet, 
In tliir, brief poem "5!hQ litaglishinan" de la Mare introduces 
the Sngllsh flora, fauna, sea and sky — t h e whole of 
Nature around him. I t shows his affinity with the Ifeture 
poffts of tile twenties. Ihe way he speaks very authorita-
t ive ly to "the foreign saHorman" of various t rees , birds 
and animals besides the English sea, has a bearing upon 
17. BagBft 1QQ1 tft iqi8y Vol. I I (London : Constable and 
and Company Ltd. , 1922), p . 57, 11. 10-12. 
18, Dlld., p . 58, 11, 17-20, 
19* IM4»f 11. 25-27. 
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tHi pOitg* Int^r is t aM the lcno\fl.edge of the wealth 
of %tare that he emjoyed artti knew best as a small ohUd, 
an impression which he could never shake off t i l l his 
l a s t breath when he sang of "0 Lovely England" in 1956. 
We may not-/ proceed to \jorkout de ta i l s in order 
to explicate varlons perspectives of the treatment of 
Hature in de l a Mare*s early poetry published in t-w) 
volumes viz . Fpgas 1901, tO. t^t^ <^^ s^« I & I^t in 1920, 
Even a cursory glance at these volumes of poetry may 
confirm de l a Mare as a poet of Nature, as out of 273 
is 
poems included in them, ttiere/hardly any single poem 
which does not have reference/ references to Nature. 
As pointed out ea r l i e r , one of the tendencies 
of the Georgians (and de la Mare i s one of them) is that 
they were regional and patr iot ic poets and therefore, in 
the i r descriptions of Nature they were usually InsplJced 
by the region they knew and loved best . What Edmund Blunden 
says of t h i s trend in •The Preamble" to the Pnatoralg^ and 
vhiah holds good about his own poetry upto 1925, is equally 
Valid in Walter de l a Mare's case as well. Blunden says « 
"I sing of the r ivers and hamlets and 
woodlands of Sussex and Kent, 
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Suoh as I know thoni I found adellghfc 
By plat and by hatoh, through aores 
of hops or of corn I^ ^O 
SlmSlaPly in Vlaltsp de l a Mar© th i s attachment to the 
place aM patriotism is manifest. I t (is ^nst by chance 
that he also belonged to Kent —• "a cotintry of foaming 
orchards, of primrose and bluebell vjoods of sedate, of 
sedate, unostentious v i l l ages , and of l i t t l e surprises 
\jaitlng to be discovered»• His poetry i s also fu l l of 
the beauty of the place and pa t r io t ic love for i t i 
2hi& passionately patr io t ic love for the place and the 
sensuous love for the beauties of i t may be exemplified 
by t^ iD of h i s early poems, namely "Uhe Englishman" and 
"England". England is certainly a poon \jhich bears 
testimony to the f&ot that the poe^ was deeply rooted to 
his so i l . He priasos England's h i l l s , valleys and "woods, 
^ i c h to him are lovelier than any otiier in the w r l d i 
"Kb lovelier h i l l s than thine have la id 
My t i red thoughts to r e s t ; 
lb peaoe of lovelier valleys made 
Like peace within my breast ."^ ' 
20. Quoted by A.C. Ward in 8Pta> fftnltfY ]BBglisfa ^JLtitf«t.Ttfi -
1901*60 (LoaJton i Methuen & Co, Ltd. , 196^), 
p. 181. 
21, Fnimg1<»l^to 19t8 Vol i , P. 36, n . i.»t-
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and ttiat 
"Thine are woods where to my soul, 
Out of the noontide beam, 
Flees for a refuge grem ani cool 
And tranquil as a dream," 
In stansa Ho 3 ho praises the English sea, l!hough the 
poets ' emotional attachment to the so i l of England Is 
quite clear in the very opening stanza of the poem irhen 
ho declares England •s h i l l s | valleys and woods lovel ier 
than tha t of any other country. I t Is further reinforced 
vhm. he wishes to bo buriled In^same so i l t 
"My heart within me faints to roam 
In thought even far from thee t 
Thine be the grave \ftiere to I comej 
And t^ine my darkness be." ^ 
Besides th is patr lot isn and deep association 
with the place his poetry la also replete with the 
beauties, sights and sounds of Nature vdiioh he experienced 
as a l i t t l e but observant and sfflisltlve child in the 
22, fBBBsmt to 1919 Vol. I , p. 36, 11, ?-8, 
23, IhlsL, 11. l3-*6. 
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Kentish vi l lage of CSiarlton, %e to the lack of 
phaiosophloal and IntePpretatlve dimensions the a t t i tude 
poets 
of these early ^.wei^Ietli century/has been described as 
too 
"ohamnlnSly phenomenal*'. D© la MaPe's poetpy/j despite his 
philosophical and emotionsLl aspects, i s fu l l of the loving 
observation of the ndracle of Nature arounl him. He 
usunlly deals with the abstract aspect of Wature as is 
clear from somo of ttoe t i t l e s of h is poems given below i 
"Three Cherry Trees", Bunches of Grapes", 
"Evening"J "mght"> "l"/inter'| "Autumn", 
"Winter Du-.k", "Bind VJeed", "Bluebell", 
"A Dale of Snow", "Ifoon and Might Flowers", 
"The Li t t l e Green Orchard", e tc . 
In these volumes the most str iking poems are 
those in which do l a Mare describes the ^foaming, orchards ' , 
•Sunken Gardens', 'Setting Sun', 'Rising Moon*, 'Evening', 
•Night' or seasons l i ke Spring, Winter, Autumn and Summer, 
etc* These poems show his sensuous love for the objeota 1 
of Nature. The poems are r ich in pictor ial quality as the! 
poet provides fullest possible deta i ls of each of them 
besides their onotlonal associations and metaphorical 
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suggestions. As many as fifty species of various 
trees and shrtibs are referred to in the Poems 1901 to 
1918. They reveal the poets keen observation and the 
knowledge of the flora around him, 3© '.iritcs of them 
not only \^rlth the love of a na tura l i s t hut v®?y author!-
t a t i v ^ y almost l ike a hotanist . 3© refers to one single 
t r c^ or clirab oi? flower hy i t s vaX'ious names, ^or example, 
the zz^Q shrub io a?ofarrod to by threo different names —~ 
Cc«37olvulU35 Birdt-ieed and VMto Convolvulus, in "In Tadn", 
'•!?!ho :!ircalo*\ aM "fho Dindtfead". SJmSlerly, ono single 
flc-joJ' i s roferred to in tiiTGO different poaus "by i t s 
tIirc:o cL3ff aront aameG —— bluoball, hai'ebell aad h^o^ th 
in "Api'a", "Bluobells", and "Alone". In "She Englishman" 
tho poet introduces the Hatural wealth of England to "a 
foreign sailorman" %dio is anxious to kmw about the plaoe, 
i t s f lora, fauna and the sea} etc, H© asks various 
quentions about t r ee s , flowers and bi rds , and the sea of 
England, ihe poet answers them a l l very authoritatively 
and sat isfactor i ly , ISie ^a«t t e l l s him that he i s in 
England. The foreign sa31onnan» " l i f t s h i s voice yet 
louder" and asks s 
"Vftiat fflnell be th i s 
Ify nos« on the sharp morning air 
Snuffs up so greedily ?" S^ f 
2»f. Pfti«> i^Qr^ i fe. iQifi^ Vol. I I , p. 57, 11. 1U-16. 
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iPhe prQ%j h0¥e¥©r^ repl ies \d.th disarming sjlmplloity : 
" I t i s \dld roses 
Do smell so vinsomely, 
Jkid xfiny biriar too 
That ill these thickets be,"^-' 
Xn tiHothsr- poon ontitlod "Xraos" he gives a detailed 
accoiat of the t rees ard shrabs of England. \d.t3i tholj? 
u^iai'actics.''l3tic qua l i t i es . In tho opoJiiias stans^a of th© 
1:0 0-1 /lo dG^orlboa tho trcQG tised as firowood or facfl. 
and p-jin*; out tho -tPQes which civoi maxicitE heat and 
l igh t uhon buriat. He claicis to havo kaoim aliaost a l l the 
t3?Qos in Eiiglaad and firjds the *bonniie Ash* (a forest t ree 
y i th s i lv^-grqy bark and hard tough i-iDod) which burns 
most f i e r c ^ y s 
"Of a l l t rees in England, 
Her sweet three corners ia , 
Only the Ash, the bonnie Ash 
Burns fierce \hile i t i s green"*^" 
25. a)ems190l to 1918. Vol, I I , p. 59, 11. 13-16, 
26, Ib id , , p, 231, 11. 1-^. 
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In stmza I I ^he pe«t» eozisidevs the pXla&t %X9&s and 
shrubs and dlseovers the willow as the ' loveliest* and 
most easily bending undeiP tiie driving ra te of a l l the 
trees and Shrubs fbtmd In England t 
"Of a l l the t rees in England, 
From sea to sea again, 
The Willow lovel iest stoops her boughs 
27 
Beneath the driving rain" 
In the third stanza he desorlbes the aromatic trees and 
shrubs. He speaks of various trees and plants and their 
fragiKaiit material l ike frarteincense (kind of res in from 
t r e e s , giving out sweet smelling vhen burnt) and nyrrh 
( t ree with smooth heart-shaped leaves, and sweet smeKLlng 
yellow blossoms) but declares that In England t 
"There I s none for smell, of bloom and 
pn smoke 
Like Lime and Juniper,"*^ 
In the fourth and ttie l a s t stanza of the poem "Trees" 
the poet speaks of the influences of various trees on human 
27. PftBtn^ lOQI to 1Q18. ^ 1 , I I , p. 57, U . 5-10. 
28* Ib id . , 11, 11-12, 
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beingsf o€ €0.1 the^UFoes €lid ehvobs l i t England «—Oalc,. 
Elder, ELm, and Thorn-, Yew (an evergreen|btf?ry-bearing 
t ree with dark green leaves) i s the only t r ee i«iiilch 
leaves a solacing and comforting Impact iOn those who 
are aad and sorrow-striken « 
"Of a l l the t rees In England, 
Oak, Elder, Elm and Thorn, 
The Yew alone burns lamps of peace 
For them that l i e forlorn." " 
Hence in this brief poem of four stanzas de la Mare 
seems to have studied almost a l l the trees and shrubs 
of England very minutely with the •love' of a natura l is t 
and ' interest* of a sc ient is t . 
The poems "The Bindweed", "The Ha^ i^ihorn hath a 
Deatiily Staell" and "Hoon and Hight Flowers" are other poems 
which may be presented as an evidence^toj the fact that 
de la Mare had got a very thorough kno\/Ledge of the flora 
of England. In "The Hawthorn Hath a Deathly Smell", a 
br ief poan of three stanzas which smells of the romantic 
29. I\>mfl190l te 19t8f Vol. I I , p. 57, 11. 13-16. 
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decadence, the poet ta lks of various aromatic plants 
and shrubs and compares the i r fragrance. He observes 
that a l l of them have sweet smell v^ether i t i s 'meadow 
sweet*, 'tansy*, 'thyme' or ' faint-heart pimpernel', but 
the ' s i lver of the may' (white, red or pink blossom of a 
thorny shrub) i s sweeter than a l l of them i 
"The flowers of the f ield 
Hav© a sweet smell j 
Meadow sweet, tansy, thyme, 
And faint««hoart pimpernolf 
But sweeter even than these 
The s i lver of the may"30 
m another poem, "The Bindweed" the poet i s shoiwi 
studying bindweed (a kind of convolvulus with vfcite or 
pink blossom) almost l i k e a botanist . He notices various 
changes that occur in i t from morning t i l l night. In the 
opening stanza of the poem he refers to the fact tha t the 
bindweed roots go very deep down into the earth t 
"The bindweed roots pierce down 
Deeper than men do l i e 
30. Pomi^ iqni fcn 1Qi8^ Vol. I , p. 179, 11. 1-6. 
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Laid in thoir dark-shut graves 
fhelr slumbering kinsmen fey'*^' 
In the second stanza he desorlhes the f ra t l structure 
of the bindweed flo-wer as »thin-spun* and the fact tha t 
i t blossoms tinder the sun shine and spread i t s fragrance 
in day time only i 
"Yet %Aiat f r a i l thin-spun flot^ers 
She oasts into the a i r , 
To breathe the suh shlnei and «i». 
To leave her fragrance there"?^ 
But with the setting of the sun and r is ing of the moon 
a t night these * thin-spun* bindweed flowers spend out a l l 
of their energy and ultimately droop do-^^ t 
"But vihen the sweet moon comes, 
Showering her si lver down, 
Half wreathed in ffeiint sleep, 
They droop \ftiere they have blown, "^^ 
3 1 . Pa««Ha iqOl*1<Hfl^ Vol, I , p . 12?, 1 1 . 1 -^ . 
32. Ibid. , 11, 5*8. 
33. Ib id . , 11, 9*12. 
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Suoh a minute and stage-wise study ts&m tee 
pierolng of the roots deep dovn Into the earth to the 
withering away of the bindweed*s blossoms i s expected 
only of a man who i s highly devoted to and Inberested 
in the study of f lora. 
The poem enti t led "Hbon and Night Flowers" 
i s equally important in this regard. This brief poem 
of four stanzias i s also based on the poet 's close 
observation of the flowers of England, In the opening 
stanza of the i»em the poet emphasises that various 
flowers aPe associated with part icular hotirs of the day 
and night, and that they have been s t r i c t l y adhering to 
th i s scheme t 
•^ot any flower that blows 
But shining watdi doth keepi 
Every wswlCt ohamging chequred hour i t kn«wa 
Now to breakforth in beautyj now to sleep." 
There are flowers ^ i c h blow during the stmshlne so 
that bees may come and suck honey from them, but there 
3^. PQ««na lOQi^lQiS, Vol. I , p . ^$9i 11. 1-^. 
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are others vhloh are meant to blossom a t night In 
darkness, instead of the bees they draw moths towards 
them t 
"Ihls for the roving bee 
Keeps open housei and this 
Stainless and oleaT i s , that in darkness 
she 
May Inre the moth to 'idler© her nectar i s . "^^ 
These \!&Q the general remarks abottb the flowers of 
the day and night* lEhls sttdy i s carried on further, 
and in the neact stanza the poet ta lks of some specific 
type of flowers associated with partiotJlar hours of the 
day and night ——pimpernel (a scar le t , blue or white 
flower of a small annual plant growing wild in wheat-fi^d) 
blows a t noon in the bright sun shine while primerose (a 
pale yellow flower of a wild plant) blossoms at night 
under the moonlight t 
"Lov^y beyond the r e s t 
Are these of a l l delight t«-*-o 
The t iny pitetpctfrnel that noon loves bes t , 
The primrose piaely burning trio ugh the 
<l pi.lll. nil I III 11 I II. I l l l l l l i MjitfljMbMM 
36. I32ld-, 11. 9-12. 
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In brief "The Flowers of Noon and Night" Is 
an important poem in as much as i t shovis de la Hare*s 
intimate kmwledge oF flowers. He obsenres mlnuttfLy 
Various flowers associated with particiflLar hours of the 
day and night* /ind In a l l th i s the poet seems to emphasise 
the s t r i c t soheme or order \diich i s governing in the 
world of Nature. 
Some other poems also show de l a Jlare^s 
exclusive Interest and knowledge of the f lora of England, 
They certainly establish him as one in \fhom t2ie loving 
observation of a natural is t and the searching interest of 
a sc ient i s t (botanist) seems to have been fused together. 
But as a t rue poet of Nature who sings of the sights and 
sounds of hers de l a Mare unfolds himself in poeans in 
which flora i s treated along with the animal and the 
phenomenal w r l d -— that is the whole of Ifeture is fused 
together and fooussed constantly. I t i s in these poems 
that one shotCLd seek to explicate multi-layers of his 
treatmoit and a t t i tude to Nature. 
Walter de la Mare l ike other Georgians and 
eaAy twentieth century poets was primarily a town-dweller. 
Mo 
He therefore, generally seems not to have been 
Influenced and attracted by the wHd, sublime ani cruel 
aspects of Ifeture. What he ohose to describe Is generally 
suburban Nature or the countryside adjacent to the town. 
But a t the same time the creative role of h i s childhood 
Impressions cannot be Ignored. He was, however, attracted 
by beautiful objects, quiet plaoes, peaooful objects and 
silences of %tur0. This search for the "Beauty", 
"Certainty", and "Quiete Icind", i s th© motto of the 
Georgian poetry,^ ' As such in h i s poems wo usually do not 
cone across storms, h i ^ cKJuntalns, and breaking seas, but 
usually 
gardens, various flowers samll birds (not/the birds of 
prey) and descriptions of seasons, weathers, evening and 
night , e t c . An eerie and dreamy atmosphere characterises 
h i s entire poetry. Hence i t i s not usually the bright 
suwshine bat twil ight , mist , fog, moonlit and s t a r l i t 
skies that the readers of de l a Mare*s poetry come across. 
All th i s affect the landscape, seasons, and weattiers that 
dominate his poetry. 
The f i r s t thing that may be noticed in these 
po^ns describing the beauties, colours and sounds of Katitfe 
37. Dalches, fip. olt*> P. ^2. 
hi 
i s th^ Qlfipant £>£ Bimple 4^ig}:f(; nnd svnitiails love fbr 
her. I t Is "a simple spontaneous tcirefleotlng pleasure 
«hieh a l l unsophisticated being feel In free open-air 
l i f e " ,3° This''ohildish delight ' pervaSes through almost 
a l l h i s descriptions of the natural landscapes partioiiLarly 
in the songs that he sings as a child or reca l l s any child-
hood Gxperienoe in the raidst of Jfetnre. 
Take J for example, the hrlef poem ent i t led 
"Myself". I t i s not a poem about de la Mare as such but 
i t in is^sortant because here the poet recoi ls his chi ld-
hood experience in a garden in Autumn, Sumner thii. season 
of xfarrcth and l i f e i s about to give way to Autumn ^ ^ s e 
coming i s v is ib le in the atmosphere. He gives a very 
sensuous description of the garden -— with autumnfcide 
mist and, green and giant boughs of trees spreading far 
and wide J 
"There is a garden, grey 
With mist of autumntidej 
TJndtf? the giant boughs, 
Stretched green on every s i d e " , ' " 
18, Quoted from J,C, 3halrp*s F ^ t t e MflfTlMlfttlOB oX 
Maxa ^ W.H. Hudson In An laltfOftlg^lgB to 
the Study nf LituPfctnga (London t Georg, Q. 
Harrap & Co, Ltd., 1963)f p . 321* 
39. Poeffl3i901 to t9lSt Vbl, I , p . 93» H . ^*^» 
h2 
The poet (as a child) goes on playing in th i s peaoefia 
atraosphepe without anjr dlstratstlon. Dfitll evening oomes 
and 
birds and bees etc, a l l return to their respective abodes, 
even winds are s i len t . Yet the child i s there in the 
garden playing alone % 
"After the birds are flown 
From slngii^ In the t r e e s | 
VJhen a l l i s grey, a l l s i len t , 
Voices I winds and bees; 
And X am there alonet 
Playing in the evening garden 
Myself vxith me, " ^ 
In "Wanderers" the poet describes the delight of evening 
walk through "the meadows of night". The meadows are wide 
and full of daisies \diich are tossing and ahinHing the i r 
dew —* th is i s the beauty of the earth. Over head in liie 
sky are the oonstellationa brightening the sky t 
"Wide are meadows of night, 
And daisies are shining there, 
!Ibssing there lovely dews, 
^0 . Ra««ft.1Q01 to 1Q18T Vol, 1, pp, 93»9*+, 11, 1>20. 
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Lustrous and f a l r i " 
I t i s throiigh these tha t the wanderers go t 
"And throtigh these fields go, 
Wanderers amid the stars— 
Veniis, Msrcury, Uramas and iJaptune, 
Sattjrn, Jupiter , Mars," 
This hoeflity of the earth and sljy delights the \fanderers 
and drnpresses them so much that thoy ©aaslailm in great 
a-ooreciatlon i 
"Fair are the meadows of delight 
Through whioh we s t ray." 
The poem "Mod" desorihes heautiftaiy a shepherd returning 
home In the evening with his flook. In the opening stanza 
the poet describes the hour of the day with a l l i t s 
sensuous and p ic tor ia l qua l i t i es . The evening i s aDproaching 
and the l ight Is getting dtemer, and a reddish glow ( ' rose ' ) 
i s seen on the horizon. I t i s in t h i s romantic atmosphere 
**1. Po«>n.ciQQi t» 1018, Vol. I I , p. 23?, 11. 1-J+. 
^2. Ibid . , 11, 5-8. 
^ 3 . Ib id . , 11. 11-12. 
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that Nod the old'wlifel®!' and *dew-dP«iohed' shepherd 
goes s 
"Softly along the road of evenJU^g, 
In a twilight dim with rose, 
Vfrinkled with age, and drenched ^dth dew, 
Old Nod the shepherd g o e s , " ^ 
In the next stanssa the foous of attention i s not the 
atmosphere, nor the old sheijherd bnt h i s *fold* -whose 
" beams of the sun leaning 
fleece is g l i t te r ing l ike gold «ndoj? tho last/lo^-j an t h ^ i 
"Drowsy flock s t r e s s on before him, 
Their fleeces charged witdi gold, 
To where the sun's l a s t beam leans low 
On Hod, the shepherd's fold."^^ 
In the third stanza the focus of attention i s again 
shifted from ttie shepherd and his fold to the atmosiJiere 
around him. The 'hedge i s quick and br ier are green, and 
high in the sky tiie birds are singing as they also return 
Mf, Poana 1901 to 1ll8yVol. I , p. 125, 11. 1A. 
H-5. Ibi.4., 11 . 5-8. 
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home i n flocks t 
"The hedge I s quick and green with 
b r i e r , 
From their sand the conies creep; 
And a l l the birds that fly in heaven, 
Plock t Singing home to sleep". 
A similar spectacle of s i lent evening i s repeated in 
"Sorcery" ^ e r e the \©odman a f t ^ his dayfe labour i s 
returning home, through a s i lent forest. The poet descri-
bes the s i lent atmosphere of the forest , the setting sun, 
reddish glovj on the horizon and in th is twilight the l a s t 
Sim 
beams of the se t t ing/are brightening the edge of the 
woodnan^s axe » 
"The •woodman passed away 
Along the forest path; 
His axe shown keen and grey 
In the l a s t beams of day) 
And a l l was s t i l l as death."^7 
^6. PQ«na 1901 1;g 18, Voi. i , p. 12?, 11. 9-12* 
h7. Ibid. , 11. 13-16. 
^6 
"Winter" Is another poem in which de l a Mare recal ls 
ttoe sensticms eocperienoe he had as jr child on on* wlfltir 
evening vhen he was in a ' de l l of snow'. The atmosphere 
was Calm and quiet except for a single robin \^ioh also 
flei/ away i^hen the snow fa l l increased, ^he poet was in 
a dell vfiiioh was ©sperieming heavy sno^prfall, Que to the 
heavy frost oven boughs of the trees were not v is ib le 
and the wintry sky was dim s 
"Green I^st letoe I 
Oh, I JCemember now 
A de l l of snow I 
Frost on the boughj 
Ifone there but I t 
Snow, snow, and a wintry sky," 
In that del l of snow the poet says that tbere was none 
except a robin s i t t ing in a t r e e . Hearing i t s s h r i l l 
notes, the poet t r ied to s e ^ for i t with his 'snow-
clubbed feet ' un t i l the sun set in the West t 
"And he \Aiistled sweet j 
And I in the crusted snow 
^^» ft>*tnft 1001 to 18. Vol, I , p . 96, 11. U 6 . 
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With sno\*-ctl«bbea feet 
JlggM to lUJd f«i» 
T i l l , from the day, 
The rose l igh t ehhed aimy,"^^ 
The robin f3.0w into the ctM^ and 'the night frost f GUV 
'Into the oalm and misty dell'. Then the dusk gathered lot^ 
and Tiltjjiiat^y the moon and stafs were v i s ib le In the sky, 
thcdr tieams of l i gh t shone t^e*hooded briers* t 
"And the dual? gathered low, 
And the Oliver aoon and s tars 
On th© frozm saow 
Drevr taper bars, 
Kindled wlnKlng fires 
In the hooded h r l e r s » " ^ 
Besides the soisiaous and miuate description the Important 
point about th is poem is that i t i s fu l l of the oa3jn and 
romantio atmosphere and that here the poet addresses to 
•Mistletoe* (a parasltio evergreen plant, groidng on 
f ru i t and other trees with small sticky berries) as one 
^ 9 . PoailS 19P1 tiO IS, Vol. I , P. 9 6 , 11. 13-18. 
50. Ib id . , p. 97, 11. ^+-30. 
^8 
o4^  hi^ ^ e s p a ^ du^ijag hlj^soSur^ i n *the de l l of amid* 
This tendency to identify oneself with objects of Nature 
or to give them homan nomenclature Is very raTo in t2ie 
Georgian poets \^o are known for the * thinness* of the i r 
pootry ai3& tho set deserlptions of the countryside, 
Tho ••Raiaho'v;" aul "Mountains" are tm brief poems 
i^lfjh may bo cited as good examples of Walt^ de l a l%re*s 
ir.itont observation, power of grasping a phenomenon or 
natiti'al ooono and thon to reproduce i t v.dtli equal vividness 
in h i s poCTis, 
After the ra in i s over and the 'gold sun* 
reappears In the sky. "^he poet sees *the lovely arch*/ 
Of Rainbow, * across the sljy* » 
"I Saw the lovely arch 
Of Rainbow snan the sky, 
Bie gold sun burning 
As the ra in swept b y . " " 
In the second ancl the las t stanza of the poeca tiie poet 
ta lks of the natiffe and durability of the rainbow. He 
51. ppiaa 1,901 to I8t Vol. i i , p. 19, 11. 1-^. 
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t o l l s us how i t looks and how quickly i t disappears t 
"In bright-ringed solitude 
The showery foliage shone 
One lovely moment 
And the "Bow was gone"^ 
This brief poem of only U-io stanzas of four 
l i nes each i s 3iniK>rtant for more than one reason. I t 
establishes de l a Mare as one who i s an intent watcher of 
the phenomena of iJcturo^ as on© who has got the power to 
describe these phenomena of Hatur© in a l l the i r vividness. 
And also as a lover of the beauty of the earth, sea and 
sljy but t ( ^ also believes that the beauty of the phenomenal 
world i s t ransi tory and mortal. 
"Mountain" besides showing de l a Mare's kno^dedge 
of momtains and mountain-life and his power to give 
sensuous descriptions of the objects,also expresses his 
love and longing for quiet and mysterious places, 
^ The poet finds before him lone and snow-covered 
52. Pof^s 1001 tn 18, Vol. I I , p. 19, 11 . 5-8-
?0 
hills overgrown with »fros1y lalys*. Th«y are standing 
In 'secret sllenee* s 
"S t i l l and blanched and cold and lone 
The icy h i l l s far off from me 
With frosty tays overgrown 
Stand In the i r sonlptvcred secrecy. "^^ 
The lonesomeness I s further reinforced \h&a the poet 
emphasises that over these *ioe"marta.ed glaciers* no 
animate ohjeot (bird or animal) Is seen. Even Chamois, 
a small goat-llk© animal that l ives in the high mountains 
of Europe, and E^agle, usually found on high peaks of 
mountains and h i l l s , a re not seen. 
«No path of the i r s the Chamois f l ee t 
Treads, with a nos t r i l to the wind i 
0*er thei r ice-mgrbled glaciers boat 
No wings of eagles in my mind — ^ 
Yet the poet i s not afraid of the per i l s of these 'cold 
and lone' h U l s , He I s in love with the i r quletltude and 
51. Pptai1901 to 191 St Vol. I , p. 152, 11. i J t . 
5 -^. Ibid., 11. 5-8. 
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mystery, and therefore longs for reaching these 
•ittitroubled snows', 
"Yes, In my mind these mountains r i s e , 
%e per i l s dyed with evening's rose; 
And s t i l l my ghost s i t s a t my eyes 
And th i r s t s for their untrouhled snows." 
This hrief poem contains the truthftiL desoplp-
t ioas of a nattaral soene, of the atmosphero of peace and 
nyst©2?y» ESLemsnts whieh ohasractorise m^n taie sublime 
and grand aspects of Nature in th i s poetry. 
5^. Pamn I^ JOI-^ la 1918, voi . i , p. 152, 11 . 9-12. 
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De l a Mare's Interest i n | and power to 
describe objects and phenomenon of Watnre becomes 
manifestly clear in pooms dealing with seasons and 
weathers, partiotCLarly in the descriptions of morning, 
evening and night. Like James "Phomson, the author of 
m e Seasons (17^0)j do l a Mare also provides very detailed 
acootuits of various seasons and their corresponding impact 
on animate ond the human i«jrld. 
Spring i s the f i r s t of the oyol© of seasons in 
Europe. I t i s the season of the renewal of l i f e and 
growth, aOd s t a r t s from the third week of March and 
continues t i l l the l a s t week of June. But the most 
important month of this season i s April in England. 
Chaucer and Langland spoke of i t in the 1^th century 
and T.S, Eliot spoke of I t in iAie twentieth century. 
IThon how could i t be possible for do l a Mare, 
^abo had an abiding interest in Nature to forget 
th i s important season. In t^e poem of the ssme t i t l e 
that i s "April" he invokes i t almost in the same vein as 
n 
(niii£t(re^, l^edt^Iandf apA Jataos Thomson had done before 
him t 
K^JoiM, then, \dth showers | I love thy 
oloudyfac e 
G aided \dth splendotar of the 
atmbeajns thro* 
The heedless glory of t2iy looks*"^^ 
'•"•he f i r s t half of the poem merely describes the 
changes in tlie phenomenal world -«- 'splendour of snnbeams*, 
^bricmlng riv€fl?s*| snd *dajn del la xrhero in asjure bluebells 
blow* — i n vie-w of the approaching Spring, in ttie month 
of April I 
"I know 
The arch, sweet langour of tiiy 
fleeting grace, 
The windy lovebesms of thy dwelling 
place, 
The dim de l l s i^ere in azure bluebells 
blow, 
The brimming r ivers where thy lightnings 
go. 
Harmless and full axsl swift from race, 
rac r.h^ 
^6, Po«na iqni t» 1018^ Vol. I , p . 7»+, 11. 1-3. 
?7. Ib id . . 11. 3-8. 
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\nill© in the second half of I t the poet taSsainto 
aocoimt the corresponding change in the animate (birds 
and bees), f lora (bluebell and poplar), andthehuiaan world, 
Like Ghatioer and James Thomson de l a Mare also considers 
the month of April (i»e. Spring) as the season of regene-
ra t ion , i n s r e a s ^ vivacity and hsrraoi^ i 
"Thou taJssst a l l young hearts captive 
with thine eyes; 
At rumour of thee the tongues of 
children ring 
Louder than beosj the golden poplar 
r i s e 
Like truB5)s of peace} and birds, on 
homeward wing, 
Ply mocking echoes shrill along the 
skies. 
Above the wave*s grave dispasoning,**"^ 
Similarly in the "The Scarecrow" the poet 
speaks of the regenerating sp i r i t of Spring after winter 
i s over. The "Scarecrow" which has been dul l and dead 
during Winter regains l i f e and resumes i t s duties ^ e n 
•that child called Spring* rev i s i t s the field and a new 
?8. fQmn 1901 t?Q 1918» Vol. i , p. i?2, i i . 9-i^» 
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l i f e reavakons every whea?© % 
"All Winter through I 'bo\j my head 
Beneath the driving raln"^^ 
But \hm Bijring came even the Scarecrow fe l l s *some 
raptvjro in i t s rags* t 
••But when that child, oailed Springj 
and a l l 
Hio hoBt of children, come, 
Scattering the i r buds and dew t ^ n 
thesa acres of my home, 
Some rapture In my rags awakes? 
I l i f t void eyes and scan 
The skies for crows, those ravening 
foes, 
Of my strange master, Man," 
The Scarecrow i s getting ready to watch the fields because 
s t e r i l i t y will soon turn into f e r t i l i t y « 
"Soon will the \dieat swish body higji 
VSiere once lay s t e r i l e snow; 
59. Ptoems 1901 to 19l8, Vol. I , p. 123, 11, 1-2. 
60. Ib id . , 11. 9-16. 
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Soon shall I gaze across a sea 
Of 3tai»btsgott€ai grain^ 
Whloh n^ r tinfllndilng watch hath sealed 
For harvest oiK««galn."6l 
Continuing the description of renewed l i f e oM gi ie ty 
in tho phenomenal w r l d de la ^we speaks of the Impact 
of "Spring^* In his posa entit led "She Reawakening", in 
thQ following \?ord3 i 
"GRSan in l i gh t arc the h i l l s , and 
a clam ^dnd flowing 
Fi l le th the void tdth o flood of the 
fragrance of Spring j 
Wings in this mansion of l i f e are 
coming and going, 
Voices of imseen loveliness carol-aB^^_ 
sii«."^2 
Follovdng i s the impact of Spring on the flora « 
"Coloured with buds of delight the 
boughs are swajring, 
Beauty walks In the woods, and whereever 
she rove 
61. Poms 1901 V\ 19t8, Vol. I , p. 12^2tf, 11. 18-23. 
62, Bjli^, p, 2N-2, 11. 1 A . 
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Howeps from wintry sleepj 
her enchantment obeying, 
S t i r ^ th# deip of :heff df earn, ^^ 
reawaken to love." -^  
Thla Is also a season that nefces oare-fre© and inspires 
iiiin to love GO nov? l i f e sprouts ^a::^ \iSi&tQ « 
"Oh, wv begone sullen oare «—. 
t h i s l ight i s ny seeing $ 
I am the palaoe, and mine are i t s 
uindoi-tg pjid walls} 
Day bpsalc i s come, and l i f e from the 
darkness of being 
Springs, l ike a child from the womb,"^ 
After Spring comes Summer, a season of warmth 
and s tab i l i ty , Though i t does not s t r ike the heart of 
man as suddenly as does Spring af ter the lo i^ slumber of 
winter; yet i t i s also associated with warmth, love and 
regeneration. In the "Bright Life" -s/Aiich i s a lov e pocBi, 
the poet deals with the plenty of l i f e in the phwomenaL 
world in the SuBsoer season and i t s i s ^ o t on human beings. 
He advises the beloved, who i s sad and mourning for some 
63 . Poem^ 1Q01 to IQI8, Vol. I , p . 152, 11 . 5-8. 
6»f. I b M . , V, ^ 3 , 11 . 9-12. 
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ons vto 4s 4ead and gane^ to shals;© off the memory of 
the deaji in view of the coming of the season of warmth 
and regeneration i 
«COMB now", I said, 'put ooff these^^t-
wehs of death, "^ -^  
He persuades her to f e ^ the presence of warmth and l i f e 
as spread la. the phenomenal world/ Outside \«Drld and sedc 
inspiration from them i 
"Lay thy warm hand on ea r th ' s cold 
clods and think 
Vttiat exquisite greenness sprouts 
from these to grace 
The moving fields of summert 
on the brink 
Of arched waves the sea horisson t race , 
Vftienoe wheels n ight ' s galaxyj and in 
sHenoe sink 
The pride in rapture of l i f e ' s gg 
dwelling-place I" 
Similarly in "The Vacant Day", another poem 
which t r ea t s of "the stmuner noon", the poet emphasises the 
per-^asiveness of warmth and l i f e . The promises of a 
65. %«a8 m\ to 1918, Vol. I , p. 79, 11. 1-2. 
66. Ib id . , n . 9-1»f. 
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gBBW^&s/QB of Xi£e ea ^^ th^ ^^tezp and Bisy are desoj^bed 
briefly In tti© poem. In the opening stanza he t e l l s m 
how the ahoirinnae of l i f e and warmth in the phenommaL 
•world convinces him of the presence of Summar t 
«As I did walk In meadows grem 
I heard the summer noon resound 
With c a l l of myriad takings unseen 
Ihat leapt and crept upon t2ie ground""'^ 
Describing the same abundance of l i f e and gaeity in the 
slsy he says t 
High overhead the windless air 
Throbbed with the hcMnesick coursing cry 
Of swallows that did every^ere 
68 
Wake echo in the sky," 
Beside hjtai in the water also he saw l i f e and gaeity 
blooming full i 
"Beside me, too, clear water coursed 
VHilch willow branches, lapsing low, 
67, fOflBB 1901 lO 1918, Vol. I , p . 2Mf, 1 1 . 1-Jf. 
68. Ib id . , 11, 5-8. 
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Breaking their crystal gliding foroed 
To sing as they did flow,"°^ 
One feels the poet 's t o t a l absorption with 
plenitude of the beauty, varmth and I3fe in the stunmer 
season. He even becomes almost dimb, and therefore 
expresses his inabil i ty to w i t e of them. He says, 
•X l is tened! and my heart was dtBnbV 'with praise no 
language could express.*'^ 
After Sioaner comes Auttamn \.dilch i s followed by 
Winter, Spring i s the season of reawakening and revived 
ac t iv i t i e s , \'.4iilo Summer i s comparatively stable season 
of warmth and plenty of l i f e . But after Summer comes 
Autumn with which s t a r t s desolation and s t e r i l i t y . I t is 
in th i s season that crops r i p e j ^ d harvest is done? as 
such the f ie lds e t c . , give a dismal and desolate look. In 
"Autumn", a brief poem of three stanzas' de la Mare deals 
with th i s d«M)late aspect of the face of earth after Spring 
and Summtf* are over. In the opening stanza he contrasts 
the awakening, warmth aM abtindance of l i f e of Sunaaer,to the 
dullness, coldness and decreased ac t iv i t i es in the season 
69. ffPfflin 19Q1 to 191S, Vol, I , p . 152, 1 1 . 9-12, 
70, Ib id , , 11. la-l'*. 
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of AubtBun —>" no rose no grass on the earth, and grey 
oiotwls^vith so bii?ds In the sky f 
"There i s a wind where tiie rose wasj 
Cold rain where sweet grass was| 
Ai^ olouds l ike sheep 
Stream o'er th© steep 
Gray skiea v/here tho lark was."' 
In tho second and the thi rd stanzas of the poem 
do l a Mare speaks of tho corresponding change that has 
ooctired In iaan*s heart . I t i s m t a season that Inspires 
love and waiath oven in dull and dismal heartsj but a 
season %'jh.iah affects thei r v i t a l i t y and makes them gloomy 
and sad. A kind of correspondence i s suggested hett'jeen 
th® forlorn heart of the poet and the d ia l and dismal 
atmosphere prevailing in the outside w r l d t 
"Sad winds wheflre your voice wasj 
Tears, tears where my heart was; 
And ever with me, 
Child ever with ma, 
Silence where hope was,"' 
7 1 . T^mnn 1QQ1 to 1<»18^  Vol. I , p . 95, 11 . 1-5. 
72* I b i d . . 11 . 11-15. 
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Thus in this poem "Autumn" too de l a Mare has 
tol^km€&> t^« tffe4.lU.eJi of James "JUxxaaoxt BXVI the Romantlo 
poets of Nature, who considered autumn as a season of 
decreased ac t i v i t i e s , dullness, desolation and lack of 
warmth and love. 
The l a s t and the fourth of the cycle of seasons 
Is Winter, Winter Is generally associated if 1th the 
suspension of l i f e , death and decay In English poetry. 
ThG brief poem ent i t led "Winter" describes beautifully a 
xfInter evening, ^ e n the sun becomes *rayless* after 
*Day*s journey I s done. The f i r s t stanza beautifully 
describes the characterist ic winter evenli^ In the West, 
whei the sky is 'clouded* and the trees become ' l e a f l e s s ' . 
The icy cold wind produces shri l l ing sounds as i t blows 
through the ' leafless boughs', ^he only bird tha t can be 
seen In such a desolate atmosphere Is the robin who is 
T)0\irlng out his hear t - fe l t and t rag ic songs t 
"CSOIDED with snow 
The cold winds blow. 
And sh r i l l on leafless bough 
The robin with i t s burning breast 
Alone sings now, ""^ 
73 . Poamii lOQl fen iOlft^ Vol, I , p . 123, 1 1 , 1-5, 
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In th© second stanssa de l a Kare portrays a 
photographic picture of the setting sun i As the 'Day's 
jotirney (is) done* the sun has grown ' ray less ' i i t sheds 
I t s l a s t reddish glow on various objects of earth, then 
s t a r t s snov/fall and they are covered "vxlth snow t 
"The raylQss sun, 
Day's jouwiey done, 
Sheds i t s l a s t ebbing l igh t 
On fields in leagues of beauty spread 
TJnmrthly t ' M t e , " ^ 
The t^/ilight image i s one of tho most recurring iniages 
in de la Mare^s poetry. 
In another poem of the same t i t l e l . e , "Winter" 
the poet describes h is experience in a de l l in a winter 
evening. The whole of tho del l was full of snow and fog 
with no sign of l i f e except a robin shr i l l ing trcm 
within a t ree . The poem, however, has touches of mysti-
cism. After the ' rose-l ight (had) ebbed away', the 'dusk 
gathered low' and the moon and stars come out in the slcy 
^ . fQmf\ 1901 to 1918, Vol. I , p. 152, 11. 6-10, 
0k 
shedding t&elr beams on various objects of the earth i 
And the dtisk gathered low, 
And <3ie silver moon and stars 
On the frozen snow 
Drew tiper bars, 
Kindled wiriking fires 
In the hooded briers,""^ 
!Eh© revived interest in Hatur©, particularly in 
the countryside, was a conspicuous phenomenon eaaongst the 
Georgian poets. But they returned to her beauties, sights 
and sounds under a "changed inteHeotual set-t^"} conse-
quently their poetiy is devoid of an ardent love and 
devotion for heri a fact which de la ^kre Mmself refers 
to In his essay entitled "Naturalists" in Pl^ engurea and 
Speoi^ f^ fttioqff. Rewrites, "Thus naturalists, patient, 
ardent, imaginative devotees of ttiat perpetual miracle, 
76 
we so easily dismiss as Nature are rare,"' They go to her 
as town-dwiilers either out of curiosity or out of their 
desperation with humdrum city • l i fe , in search of refuge or 
7?. Fttgaa 1901 to 1918, Voi. i , p. 97, n , 2M0. 
76. Walt«r de la Mar«, "Naturalist" in FlMaigflBliBd 
8Tiaatfl.iitiaHit (London t Faber and Faber Ltd. 
15M)), p. W. 
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shel ter . Hence their response to the coTantryside, of 
which they usually speak in the i r poetry, is not sensuous. 
As these poets -were to\m-dv©llers and t h ^ were v is / t ing 
the countryside only ps the \;eek-end picnicersf thei r 
poetry Is iBX'goLy descriptive of phenomenal but lacking in 
'loving aoouracy* and miuute observation of ^ coimtryman. 
Prom the poems discussed in the foregoing pages 
i t nay bo concluded that i t i l lo do la Mare was in harmony 
with other Georgians la h is love for Hature^ ho differed 
from the majority of them in his treatment and a t t i tude to 
her . Like othca* Georgians his a t t i t id© too is ^charmingly 
descriptive* but unlike these 'casual observer*, an exact 
porcsptJon and VYxlv^^JitQ observation are the chat act e r i s t i c 
marks of h is poetry. He paints a l l the de ta i l s that he 
observes and in painting them shows an intensely s^suous 
lovr^ for them. Unlike other Geoi^ans, of course \j±i2a the 
sxcention of W.H, Davies and Ifesfij^d, e t c , , de l a Mare's 
approach to Nature i s essentially sensuous. He described 
what he received through his senses. In th i s regard 
special mention should be made of h i s poems about seasons 
and weathers. In a l l these poems his central Interest i s 
ho/ever, in e»rth, sea and sky as they appear to the eye. 
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These poems l a r g ^ y convey the OOIOUPS, s l ^ t s aM 
sounds of Qigllsh landscape* 
But; i t i s to his credit that having heen 
brought up In the metropolis de l a Mare loved to t a lk 
of the meadcjfs and pastures, snow-covered h i U s and icy 
pools, %^ describes the siinple features and the innocent 
ac t iv i t i e s of ths countryside —- the herdsman ^-dth h i s 
Cat t ies , the \roodman with a faggot of \-jood and axe on 
his head returning home through a Kcadow in the evening 
twil ight , or tho children playing in a *dale of snDW% 
etc . But in d l respects he always "sings tho Ilngland we 
a l l lov€, the whalesome out-of-doors England, the types, 
the cr ies , the sights and sounds,"'' ' His descriptions are 
comprehensive enough to jbciclude v/ater, the overhanging sky 
and the flora-fauna inhabiting the space between the two. 
He i s "with Vfordswrth and Keats in his passionate response 
to the present loveliness of earth, sea and sky,"^ De l a 
Mare i s more a delineator of Nature's sights and sounds 
than a philosopher pondering over her ways and means, over 
the designs and intentions of the power behind her. Let 
77. Coulson Kernathhan, Ste ?flm9ttS I ' lYte ^ r t f l (london t 
Butterworth Ltd., 1928), p . 26. 
78, H.e . Duff in , VInI t e r de. .1 a Mare : A Study o : Hlg. 
Poe t ry (London : Sidgwick & Jackson 
L t d . , ^^\•9), p . ^+3. 
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us conclude th is chapter with the view of D,R» McCrosson, 
a famous c r i t i c of Walter de l a Mare ^aho considers the 
nattlTal description In de l a Mare's poetry as a proof of 
h i s Immense power of observation and extraordinary 
79 
perception, and also that he describes in h i s poetry the 
English landscape that he knew and loved best* 
79. Doris Ross McCrosson, Wfl^ ter de l a Mare (New York t 
Twayne Publishers, Inc . , 1966), p. 72. 
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From ihe poems diseussod in the fore-going 
chapter viz . , ?!,g^ n^ B\^ ftfi <it IXogftt §0R8<?l\g {M, .l^ atitlgggf 
de la Mare*s interest in the inanimate objects of Hattare 
becomes quite manifest. But these inanimate objects are 
not the whole of Hattirej to tase Baily Dickinson's ^rords, 
»*Hattire" is what we see 
%e H211 -m^ the Afternoon — 
SQuirr^ **-*• Eclipse •*-the Bumble bee -*-
Hay o-nn..., Ifeture is Heaven —•— 
Nature is what we hear -— 
The Bobolittk •*— the Sea 
-I 
Thonler —- the Cricket ——— •*' 
That i s Ifeture does not simply mean static and inanimate 
objects orily, but it also Includes the animate objects 
like "Squlrr '^% "the Bumble bee", "the Bobolink", and 
1. Thomas H. Johnson (ed.), Xhfl goaplfltg PQ«ta pf IkJLj 
PltiStoaoa (I«dhiana « Kalyani Publishers, 
n.d), p. 332 11. 1-7. 
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"the Cricket•*, that la animals, birds Including the 
l i t t l e creatures l ike the Insects, e tc . They consti tute 
an Important part of vhat the term "Nature" denotes. As 
pointed out ear l ier , de l a Mare^ treatment of English 
f lora, seasons and weathers/ I s enough to designate him 
as a poet of Haturo In English poetry. Ihese poems are 
ample proof of his Interest In and love for Ifeture. But 
what H,c. Dufflns says about Hardy*s treatment of the 
animate %tur© wuld closely apply to de l a Mare*s poetry 
as w ^ l . He t-jrltes t 
"But I t Is towards the animate section 
of low^ nature that h is tenderness Is 
specially exhibited, A deep and rea l 
love \'jorthy of comparison with tha t which 
man i s capable of extending towards his 
own species, I s rarej probably even more 
ra re , than genuine philanthropy. I t i s in 
th is high sense that Hardy i s a lover of 
animals, ^ 
A similar tenderness, love and compassion Is shown by 
2 . H.C. DuTfin, Thomas Hardv t k Study of the Mtn^er, Mbyftla. 
«ie Poama a»d the DvB«mt« (London i Butler 
& Tanntr Ltd., 1937), P . 131. 
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de la Mare towards the tirilmate objects, partioularly 
towards l i t t l e creatures. In fact his love and compassion 
for anloalg, lairds and l i t t l e oreatores like Insects, etc, 
have prompted same of his memorable and representative 
"The Bandog" is a poem viiioh may be citefl as a 
good oxamplo of the poet's love and affection for the tame 
animals. He Is 'iwrried about the missing of his pet 
"the Bandog" whose name -was *Mbpser*, He is out to search 
fop his dog and enquires every body who so ever meets him, 
"Has any body seen my Mopser ? — "^  
Describing Its Identity, civility and obedience the poet 
of the dog ' 
speaks/as affectionately as one is expected to speak of 
ones own cldld. 
A similar feeling of love and affection Is 
expressed for a hound in "The Gage", This hound which 
belongeft to a Lady Jane, was very notorious and a 
3. Walter de la MaPe, Poama 1901 to 1918^  Vol. II (London i 
Constable & Co., 1922), p, 11?, 1, 1. 
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permanent problem fbr the nelghtotirs "tlmorou;s deer", 
Onoe the nelghtowlng Lord eame to Lady Jane and combined 
against the mtorious aotjj^tl^gJlLJjdilQluthe ledjfe hotind 
had been Indtttging In the nelghbotiP*s premises s 
•Lady Jane,0 Lady Jane I 
Sb\3P hound hath broken bounds agato, 
And ohased my timorous deer, 0 
I f him I soe, 
That hour ho'11 deoj 
k My brakes shall be his br ier , 0,«^ 
Since the hound was very dear to Lady Jane, she took no 
serious notice of the complaint. On the contl?ary she 
almost l ike the loving mother of a i^torloua-eMM^^^ i s 
proud of his ac t iv i t i e s , challenges her neighbour, pointing 
out the qual i t ies of her pet i 
"Hoots I lord, speak not so proud to me I 
My hound, I trow, i s f leet and free, 
He*s welcome to your deer, Oj 
Shoot, shoot you may, 
He»ll gang his wayi 
Your threats we nothing fear, 0.»"^ 
^ . PQgBfi 1901 lip 19lg, Vol. I I , p. h7, 11. 1-7. 
5 . Ibid . , 11, 7-12. 
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Unfortunately the day oame wh(Hi the nelgjiljoup oovQ.6. 
beaP no more and shot the hstrnd dead. He "brought the 
bleeding and dying dog to i t s mistress | 
"He's fetohed him In, he 's la id 
him low, 
Drips his l i f e Tfllood red and slow, 
Darkans his dreary ©ye, Oj 
*Hers i s your beast, 
And now at leas t 
Ily hL^ Ms in peioo shall l i e , O , ' " 
She could m t put up ^jith the palnfifl. soene of the 
dying hound x^ich was very dear to her. Out of her anger 
for the neighbour who kil led the hound and her sympathy 
for the dead^ her cheeks booame red and tears tricKled 
down on til em from her eyes t 
"Her cheeks bum angry as the rose, 
7 
Her eyes with \^ath and pity flows t" ' 
This surprises the lord; he i s moved by the condition 
• M < » " " " i " ™ ^ " " " " " • ' " • « 1 » « « ^ ^ M W — • • • I I III 111 I I " . i i imiii i«« a _ > ^ ^ > P I 
6. Rama 1901 t,o 191Q, Vol. i i , p. h?, i i . 13-18. 
7. IMd. , p. 1+8, 11. 37-38. 
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of Lady Jane at the loss of her dear hound i 
"He gazes f ierce and round, 0, —. 
'Dear LmtA l* he saya, 
*What loveliness 
ft To Waste upon a hound, 0»,"° 
He consoles the lady and t r i e s to compensate the loss 
by offering his entire property to her t 
"I 'd give my stags, my h i l l s and dales, 
My storm-cocks and my nightingales, 
o 
•Co have undone this deed, Oj»»^  
But out of her deep love for the hound she turns down 
h i s offer and beoame._almost mad) and in her f i t of madness 
started cursing the neighbouring lord. But after some time 
the ghostly hound", by some miracle, became al ive. I t 
started 3mti.ling for i t s sorrow-striken mistress and rushed 
to her who became attonce cheerful and looked no longer 
forlorn, The important point about this po«Q i s the muttial 
8. Pnflmfl 19Qt to mh Vol. I I , p . if8, 11. 39-^2. 
9. Ib id . , p. 1+9, 11. h%k7. 
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love between man and animals; ^tmt only was the Lady Jane 
mad and forlorn for the hound, bat the hound lts«a.f was 
res t l ess to mee t^ l t s mistresdt from the moment I t rei|ained 
I t s l i f e , the hound started a search for her. 
De l a Mare*s genuine love for the animate 
objects i s expressed in the poems ^ e r e he shows compassion 
for the i r suffering and strong hatred for those who commit 
a t t rooi t ies on them. Like Sardy, de l a Mare too "cannot 
simply mention an animate object \dthout showing his intense 
personal sympathy with and consequent understanding of i t s 
10 
l i f e and feeling". Take for example his poem "Alas, 
Alack I", which is about a frying fish in the boiling fa t . 
At the pathetic scene of a frying fish the poet*8 in^iwrn 
sympathy for the animate objects i s evoked. He understands 
the feeling of the fish and real ises tiie pain i t i s under-
going! and describes these mutually shared (by the fish and 
the poet) feelings so sincerely that even a casual reader of 
the poem cannot overlook i t s pathos, ^ e poety ca l l s Ann 
and says that the frying fish i s moaning* because of the 
tor ture i t is .put to by dipping deep into the boiling f a t . 
10. H,C. Duffin, ThQWfi Hafdy t 4 Study of thA W«ia«ftT 
Mbvfllfi^  tha fti«ng and the Dvnasta. p . 132. 
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I t oomes vtp on the surface and seems to look at the 
poet ^dth besejeohlne ©yes f 
"Out of the fa t , 
As oleaT as g lass . 
He put tip h is Kouth 
11 
And moaned »Alas I* 
the 
As I t real ises i t s helplessness to come out of/frying 
pan, the f ish surrenders to I t s fate i 
"Thei turned to h i s s izzl ing, 
12 
And sank him back." 
The Important thing about th i s brief poem of 
twelve l ines Is that fish i s an essential part of an 
Englishman's daily meal, yet the spectacle of the frying 
fish moves de l a Mare*s heart as i s clear from^^athos 
which run through the poem, 
De la Mare was vehement in his denunciation of 
man*s cruelty to his fellow creatures, "considering how 
11. fottffla 1901 te 19l8f Vol. i i , p. 111, i i . k^9. 
12. i l l l i * , 31. 11-12. 
K 
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man has treated the anlmala, i s n ' t I t atjrprltdng that 
any animal should t ru s t him ?", de la Mare once remarked 
iBMsonversationf > and t h i s observation Its a Ia^Bocc^pft-
t ion in many of his poems in vjhioh the butoher and the 
hutsman are the main target of the poet»s "vehement 
denunciation" as McsCrosson describes i t . 
In "I ean ' t Abear", for instance, the poet 
expresses his strong hatred for the butcher's shop. He 
describes various shops -«• "Baker's are warm, cobbler's 
dark , / Chemist's bum watery l ightsf" ^, He can bear a l l 
these shops. But the ^ r s t shop of a l l i s tha t of the 
butcher, for i t i s the place where his "dear fellows" 
that is aniiaals are slaughtered. Expressing his strong 
d is l ike for i t de la Mare openly declares i 
"I can ' t abear a Butcher, 
X can ' t abide his meat, 
The ugliest shop of a l l i s h i s , 
16 The ugl iest in the s t r ee t}" 
13. Hussel Brain, T«& wiifa Walter de in M«y> (London t ?aber 
& Faber, Ltd., 1957), pp. 121-22. 
1^, Dorris Rosa MeCrosion, Walter de l a Mare (New York 1 
tWayne PuOaiLiihers, Inc. , I966), p. 7^. 
15. Pnfflm 1°"^ ^ ^^Q' Vo3L« ^^l2^^^^^^h^^' 
16. i lM. , 11. 1-^. / < ^ ' " - —?il,/i> 
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An equally denunciatory a t t i tude of the poet 
iasjiown towards the hamtsman. In "HtJ", for example, his 
tcfne Is savagely denunciatory i 
"HUhandsome hunting man 
Fire youp l i t t l e gun. 
Bang I Ibw the animal 
Is dead and dusb and done 
Neves? more to peep again, creep 
again, leap again 
Bat or sleep or drink again. Oh, 4^ 
what funl"^*^ 
This hrief poem of only six l ines i s enough to shov; de l a 
Mare*s hatred for the huntsman who kUl s the innocent 
creatures for no fault of the i rs hut Just for fun. He 
strongly condemns th i s s i l l y sort of pastime in Just three 
words which carry the t o t a l force of the poet 's disapproval 
and denunciation of animal ki l l ing — "Oh, what fun 1", 
A similar observation and tone are to be found 
in »Tit for Tat" in which he "^v i s ions the huntsman and 
his quarry as having reversed ro les . Ostensibly for children, 
17, Walter de l a Mare, nntnpiati> Pogpia (London t Paber & 
Faber Ltd., 1969), P. 268. 
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th la po€ci shoiild give the mo&c oallous sAvlt pause". 
Addressing himself to Tom Noddy the speaker asks how the 
hjfli^ng i s t 
"Have you trod l i ke a murderer 
through the green woda . , , 
VihllQ ervery small creature screamed 
sh r i l l to Dame Nature, 
He comes «*«—aM h© comes I""*^  
The poet docs not l ike the huntsman as i s clear from the 
tone of the poem, and therefore, he vflshes for him a to ta l 
doom. The speaker then suggests to Tbm that perhaps one 
day, "An Ogro from space ^ 1 1 stoop a lean face"/ "And lug 
you home". He then imagines ^ihat wi l l happen to Tom the 
"murderer. The Ogre wi l l , 
Lug you home over his fence, Tom Noddy, 
Of thorn-sticks nine yards high, 
With your bent knees strung round his 
old iron gun 
And your head dan^angllng by t 
And hanging you up s t i f f on a hook, 
Tom Noddy, 
18. MoCrosson, Qju-iiiJUf P. 75* 
19. goffiBlfita ftema, p* 173, u . i-3* 
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From a stone-cold pantry shelf, 
ifftienc© yottr QTSS wil l glare In an 
«npty s tare , 
Ti l l you are cooked your self," 
De la Mare's kno^dedge and love of the animate objects 
of Nature are mt confined to the domestic pets and wild 
beasts , but his poetry also bears evidence of his know-
ledge and love of the aviary tdorld. Poms on many of the 
English birds l i ke '.likens, l innots , cuckoos, l a rks , robin 
and n igh t inga les /a re scattered through his pages* She 
mere fact tliat in ti^nty-four pooQs about birds he has 
described roro tlian twenty-four different species of birds j 
is an ample proof of his interest in ortjjMbhology. In the 
f i r s t group of poans about birds the poet describes various 
birds part icular ly song birds . Here he i s seen as a lover 
of birds who i s always anxious to study then closely —— 
thei r plumage, sounds, and habits e t c , , Hke an Qpaithologist, 
Let us f i r s t of a l l take up a poem enti t led 
"The Mother Bird", which has a beaming upon d© l a Mare*s 
habit of vis i t ing bird nftsts and studying their behaviour f/ 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm0mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmm^^ 
20. Oomplete Poems, p. 173, %!» ^ 1 2 , 
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from elose quarters. In the opeslzig l inos of the poem, 
he te3.1s im hov onoa he &emei aoross a nest In the hedges 
with/bird In I t s i t t ing on it's eggs i 
"Through the green twilight of a hedge 
T peereS, ^d.th oheekg on the cool leaves 
pressedt 
21 And spied R bird upon a nest" 
Than he describes the behaviour of the sparrow very 
r ea l i s t i c a l l y how meekly bat bravely i t expressed i t s 
protest against the poot 's internjptlon of I t s privacy, 
un t i l i t opened i t s "dagger b i l l " to u t te r "one passionate 
note of victory s 
Meelsly and brave, and her brovm breast 
IThrobbed hot and quiok above her heart | 
And then she opened her dagger b iH t —^ '^^  
And then i t tittered "One passlonate/of victory," 
mmmmmmmmiimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm'mmmmmmmmmmmmmMmmmm 
2i. Pfeima JQQI to IQlfl^ Vo l , I I , p . 9 5 , 1 1 . 1 - 3 . 
22* I3M*^ 11. h^7* 
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The poet different iates th is partiovCLar r.o-^\: 
of the sparrow from their singing ^oian4s at_the break 
of the dayt or a t the sun-set. This d ^ l o a t e dist inct ion 
between the "fierce and vivid c ry / Of valiant t ea r s , aoi 
hopeless joy ," | and the "chirp" and " t r i l l " of a sparrow 
while singing in morning or evening| proves beyond any 
doubt that de l a Hare»s ears were trained enough to make 
such a deOLleato dist inct ion which in turn I s an evidence 
of h i s habit of studying birds closely, J&rk tow minutely 
and d is t inc t ly h© differentiates the three different 
sounds of a single sparrow on three different occasions t ' 
•t was not a chirp, as sparrow pipe 
At break of dayf *t was not a t r i l l , 
As fa l te rs through the quiet evenj 
But one .sharp sol i tary note . 
One desperate, f ie rce , and vivid cry, 
Of Valiant t e a r s , and topeless joy, 
23 
One passionate note of victory," 
This escperience of de la Mare i s comparable to the 
youthful days of ^tordsworth \flao also used to v i s i t bird 
nests in order to "spy their sheltered be i , " Like 
23. Po«tB« iqoi to 1<^ i8f Vol. I I , p. 95J, 11. 8«1if. 
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de l a ^a^fi iferds^rth adso reilates his experl^oe of 
v is i t ing dally the sparrows' nests "with in ttie leafy 
shade" in the company of his s i s t e r , i n his poem •TIhe 
Sparrow's West" in the following words t 
'^ I started -«—• seeming to spy, 
Th© home and sh^ te red bed, 
The sparrow's dwelling, which, hard by 
My father ' s house, in wet or dry 
Mjr s i s t e r Emmeline and I togetaier^u 
v i s i t ed . " '^^ 
"Rooks in October"^ "Jenny V/ren", and "Chickens" 
are poems x^hloh may be qtoted as an evidence of de l a 
Mare's kno\fl.edge of birds —— both domestio and wHdj 
and also the fact tha t he was a very in t« i t observer of 
the ac t iv i t ies and behaviour of the b i rds . In "Rooks in 
October", for example, he reca l l s his childhood a:cperi«ice 
of watching the rooks. In the opening stanza the poet 
t e l l s us how they look l i k e while flying against the blue 
sky at dawn J 
"tEhey sweep up, crying, riding the wind, 
Ashen on blue outspread -«— 
2K Matthew Arnold (ed . ) , rgana of >br<l8Wrth (london t 
Maomillan & Co,, Ltd., 1929), p . 1l6, 
11. 5-9. 
^ 
And low H a t , ravaoous head. «^? 
In tile second stanza he describes how %fith hanging claws 
these rooks in the mowiing come down and rush on to "tfee 
ye21owlng groen-leaved b o u ^ s , " t 
**(Slaws dangling, dowi they softey 
swoop 
Out of the eastern sun. 
Into the yellowing gree 
Their aornlng feast begun. 
a-leaved boughs 
and then they grip the delloat© twigs and pick up their 
food from the stalked embossed green cup," t 
nciasplng a twig that even a l innet 
Might bend In song, titiey c l ip 
Pat from the stalked anbossed green cup 
27 
I t s firaitage b l t t e r - r l p e . " 
2?, Walter de l a Ware Collected Poems (LONDON t Paber & 
Faber Ltd,, 1938), p, 2$, 11, l A . 
26. IMA., XI. 5-8. 
27. gallaatud pnams^ p. 25, 11. 9*12. 
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But "Jennjr Wren" Is a poem In which de la Mare 
speaks with the authority of an omithologis t , here, as 
in "2Jre©" in t^ich he describes various trees of England 
very authoritat ively, and also oompares and contrarb them} 
de la Marc talks of varen/a song hlrd of the robin rmlly. 
In the opQiing stanza the poet olalas that wen i s the 
most "nimble", "feat" and "trim" of a l l tho birds that 
rove and sing near places inhabited by men t 
"Of a l l the birds that rove and sing, 
Neaf difellings made for men, 
lono is so nimble, feat , end trim 
28 As Jenny Wten." 
He then emphasises the loudness and intensity of a Teen's 
cry. In th is regard James Edmund Harting's view about 
wren's shri l l ing sound i s vorth consideration,iommenting 
on «n;he wonderfully loud song" of a wren Harting says, 
" I t must have struck others that fbr so small a throat the 
wren has \x>nderfully loud song. SChere i s not mudi variety 
or tone in i t but the notes at once a t t rac t at tention, and 
wo JA lead az^ one unaqualnted with thezp to inquire the 
28. Miectfld Pomat P. 17> U . I*^« 
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author's name." ^ Similarly de l a Mar© describes the 
shr i l l ing soUiS of lih© vr&i as follovs i 
"With pin-point b i l l , and a t a i l a-oook, 
So wildly s h r i l l she cr ies , 
The echoes on tholr roof-tree knock 
And f i l l the skies,«^^ 
A comparison of the ti® —-Harting's statement about 
the shrilmng/ sound of a xjren and I t s description by de l a 
Mare in the above cjuoted passage sho\ra tha t the poet*s 
knowledge of the birds was in no \m^ inferior to that of 
an Ornithologist x^He in the third stanza of the poem 
he teOLls us of the size , physique and the enthusiastic 
and active nature of the bird. So in the poem "Jenny 
Wren" de l a Mare has given a very t rue picture of a -vff&x 
which:speakS/C^^is knowledge and interest in birds. 
Besides wren de l a I'lar© has also written many 
poems on other song birds , they include l inne t , black bird, 
29. James Mward Hartlng, The Ornitholflgv of Shflkespaare 
(Surrey t Urvin Brothers Ltd,, 1978), 
pp. t^-2-'H 
30. ggUeatfflfl ft?gffla» ?• 17, i i . ?-8. 
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lark^ Jfftbija^ thiaxsh and ouotopa ©to» On the other 
hand, klng-fisher, hawk, faleon, and s ta re , ete, repre-
sent the birds of prey. But 'K3f a l l the singers in 
the iJDod-land oholr the Nightingale, by common consent, 
stands f i r s t . For quality of sound, variety of notes, 
and execution, she la probably unrivalled. Hence with 
poets sho has ^ver been tho chief favourite, Izaeo 
Walton has trucly said, 'The Nightingale breathes such 
sweot* loud nuslc out of her l i t t l e instrumental throat 
that i t niight raalie msssktrd to think that niraoles are 
not ceased*."-' Walter de la 1^ -ar© also speaks of th is 
mlraculouQ throat of G nightingale in mai^ of h i s poems, 
part icularly of i t s association -with huaan melancholy and 
how i t allays that when other means f a l l . Since I t pours 
out sad notes, the nightingale in do l a l^re^s poetry is 
addressed to as "lovelorn thing" and the "Most melancholic 
Nightinigale". The most Quotable of his poems about 
nightingale i s "King David", I t i s the^sorrow-striken mnd 
m^anoholy man. He called for hundreds of musicians but 
t h ^ a l l failed to ease his melancholy t 
"King David was a sorrovrful man; 
Kb Cause for his sorrow had he; 
31, Harting, Qp. d t . , p . 1 2 3 - ^ . 
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And he called for the mtisic of a 
hundred harps, 
32 
To eaae his melancholy*" 
"But the sorrow that haunted the 
heart of King David 
©ley could not charm away."" 
But one, rd^ht he went into his garden, and as he was 
walking there he l i s t m e d to the sons of a nichtinsalo 
hidden in a cypress-tree. The King f e l t as IT tho bird 
was echoInc and slioi'lag hio oim grief. He aoks har as to 
who had told the bird of his grie^ s 
King David l i f t ed his sad eyes 
Into the dork-boughed t ree —<— 
'2011 me, thou l i t t l e bird that singest 
VJho taught my grief to thee ?"^ 
The bird paid no heed to tiie King who went on l is tening 
to the melancholy sfcng of the nightingale un t i l his own 
sorrow was completely cured t 
"But the bird in no wise heeded; 
3 2 . Br^ ftTr.«T 1Q01 tn 1Q18^ Vol . I I , p . I 9 6 , 1 1 , 1-^-. 
33. liiid., n . 7-8. 
3M-. lyfiU, 11. 13-16. 
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And the King In the cool of the laoon 
Hearkened to the nightingale*s sorrow-
fullness, 
5!ill a l l h is ovn was gone*"^^ 
I t i s a corawn belief about the nightingale's song and 
English roctry i s fu l l of i t | and de l a Mare»s poem "King 
David*' i s a V'^lu-ble addition to the poeno tjri t ten about 
the nrlaiJcboly ni2htin2n.le, "The Linnet" and "!nho Hiddler" 
arc 0trior iDportanfc poems of I to te r do la Haj?© decling 
with the J^iclish cons birda, thoy dnnoribo their nongsj 
the beliefs associated with than and the i r various 
aot ivi tes l ike a dose \3ataher of theso birds, 
lAlzQ Ills, vehenent dfaaunciation of tho butcher 
ftnd the huntsman, de l a ^ape out of his love for l i t t l e 
birds alas sti^angly dis l ikes those who imprti^ior; then 
or ld.ll then for the i r pleasure. In this regard he may 
be conpared to Hardy in whose nov^s and poems too, we 
find Various quotable instances of love and compassion 
for animals, birds a»i other l i t t l e creatures. 3h SbjSiti 
the Obaeure for instance.both Jude and Sue are unable to 
35. ftema 19P1 te 191g» Voi. i i , p. 197, 11. 17-20, 
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Pest t intil the trapped rabbit hac been put out of 
i t s pain? , Bljtn3larly, da In Mar«*s love 3iii oompasslon 
for the ntd.inate objects W'^lze htm iineaR^ at the .'^ Igii^  of 
a * caged bird'- la his poem =*l'he Care", 'iis haert '-*> 
moved \I1IZJ he sees a bird "hard-presrod* in "a small 
cage of clay", trying dea^erately by fluttering i t a \?5Jigs 
in vain to oiino out cf i t , becauoo thn poet kno^s that 
i t itjuld cot bo pcsnible for the poor biid to break 
through i tc iranrisonment. H© rsrn j^ad:^  i t to tho biiTtf' ?-n 
the folloij3j:i5 xjords s 
"V% did you f lu t ter in vain Inr.e 
poor oin3, 
HaTd-pi'escGd in your small cago of -57 
olay ?"^'^ 
The poet advises tho bird r»t to ' fret* any raore s:i:id 
thereby to impress vtn on the fbwler i tn desire to be set 
free because he knovs the coldness of tbe huntsiTian i-feose 
heart unlike the tjoets will never relent to the bi rd ' s 
res t lessness . Also th i s f luttering seems painf\3. to the 
poet, he therefore, advises the bird in the following 
36. Quoted by H.C. Duffln, In Tton,& I^ftfdvyA Sti'^ V Pf t?h,fl 
p . t35. 
37. ?Qmn 1901 te 191§, voi. i , p. 206, 11. 1.2. 
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words, vdilch also shows his strong hatred for the 
Opj>?essfflP of the Mrd i 
"Fret now no more, begblll , 
for 
"Those folded hands, t h ^ cannot set^g 
you free}" ^ 
the poem i s certainly fu l l of pathos and poet»s compassion 
for the "bird, besides his strongly c r i t i c a l a t t i tude 
towards those heartless and cold-blooded people who deprive 
these l i t t l e creatures of their freedom* Hence th i s 
•Dcor.. brief/IS e 
for birds. 
" ea
/ i s nough to show de la Mare*s love and compassion 
In his love and compassion for the animate objects 
and his strong denunciation of those who either k i l l them 
or commit atycrocities on them de la ^are may be compared 
to another Georgian poet Ralph Hodgson (1871-196^). In 
his poetry too, compatslon for animals and hatred for 
their oppressors were dominant| and "he expressed th is 
38. ^9«B8 19Q1 tip 1918, Vgl> I , p . 206, 11. 9-10. 
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39 
with passion and vision," ' ' For example, his poem 
"The Biall", C a r s t putaished In ?»rglan-P$itgy I^:, 
1913-1?)f I s "an attempt to present psychologically and 
poetically the history of a leader of a herd, dethroned 
In his old age and decrepltiide by a young rebel ." The 
old monarch stands —• bewildered tmhatjpy, sick — 
hove^ 
waiting only for deat3i, while vultures Ad.th patience and 
remorseless perslstencej 
"See him standing dewlap--deep 
In the rushes at the lake, 
SuPly, stupid, half-asleep •*. 
]3reamlng things s of ds^s he spent 
With his mother gaunt and lean 
In the valley warm and green, 
Ful l of baby wonderment, 
Blinking out of s i l l y eyes 
At a hundred mysteries," 
He r e l i ves , In a dream, the glories of his past , but 
39. A,C. Ward, 30t^ Cantiiyv Ehgliflh LlteratuTft 1001-.60 
(London i llathuen & Co., "^td,, l 96^ ) ,p . lA . 
k^, Ralph Ifodgson, ffOlXflQtffl POffimSy ed. C.Fenton (London, 
1961), p . 77\ 11. ^ 1 2 . 
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the dj^'&m fe^esf he wakes from his vision, and finds 
clouds of f l ies ahout hSm J 
"And the dp earn or ttirns away 
From his visionary herds 
And h i s splendid yesterday, 
Turns to meet the loathly birds 
Flocking round him from the skies, 
Waiting for the flesh that d i e s . " 
Like Ralph Hodgson, de la Mare too i s very hos t i le 
towards thjse who commit tyranny on animals. To hin 
mall and anima? ; 
they are "murderer" because for de l a «are/are not 
different , but they are fellow-beings. He puts a t least 
both children and animals in the same oategory.^^ 
Savage, though he can be concerning men's 
Indifference to his fellow creatures, "de l a Mare often 
looks with humour oxd with a vfl?y good wil l a t the kinship 
with them which underlies man's brief sojourn on earth," 
k2» Ralph Hodgson, Colleoted Bo ems ^  ed, C.Fenton (Lonlon, 
1961), p. 77i 11. 13-18. 
^3. H.C. Duffin, lalter gg la f^ afg i A S M Y Qt ^s Poatgy 
(London t (Sidgwiflk and Jackson Ltd., 19^9), p. 83, 
hh. McCrosson, Op. c i t . p. 76, 
'^ 
Such for example Is the poem »»Comfort" In v^ioh a man 
and his oat, seated before the f i r e , share the warm 
solitude. 'She cat speaks to the man J 
"Dear God, \ghat security, 
Comfort and liLiss I 
And to think, too, v^at ages, 
Have brought us to th i s 1 " ^ 
What tho Cat means by "this" i s revealed in the noxt 
stanza t 
"S>u in yotir sheep's-\'jool coat, 
Buttoasof bone, 
And me in my fur-about 
kg 
On the warm hearthstone." 
Here, as he often does, de la Mare laughs at the preten-
t ions of man who has comephow many count less-^es , to 
th i s comfort, th is security, t h i s b l i ss —• "a sheep *s 
wool coat" , with "buttons of bone" -— while the c^t 
^5. goflplaltfi fipaaat p. 283, 11. 17-20. 
he, jQili., 11. 21-2lf. 
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has always had i t s "fur-about". The underlying Irony 
i n the si tuation i s of course -tjiat tho "oomfippt aiVl 
si^uatiua ia-of coTH*se that the "comfort and b l i s s" of 
both man and beast aJPe so ephenePal,^ 
Da l a Mare*s a t t i tude towaPds the animate 
objects of Nature cannot be sin^jly summed up in merelLy 
two or three \iiords l ike love, compassion, htmoup and 
A 
understanding} eto} but ^es^_poem_gbout^nimals, birds 
and other l i t t l e creatures a re , certainly not devoid of 
philosophical dimensions. The poet*s observation of the 
animate objects r».nd the general human at t i tude towards 
them inspire tae him to philosophise on hum^n. jQature, 
human po ten t i a i i t i e s | human predicament; and also the 
relationship between man and God. 
In the "Unstooping"-for example, the poet 's 
observation of the animate world l e ^ s him to compare and 
contrast man»s l i f e to that of the xdld animals and thus 
provides a start ing point to philosophise on the basics 
of human nature. He observes the "Lion" and "the surly 
Bear" walking together with tiieir heads downward, \^hich i s 
h7, MoCrosson, OP, a i t . 
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Indtssttv© of fehs hmJ l l ty aud fraterni ty in the animate 
worldf both are the v i r tues of human nature. But on the 
contrary man»s a t t i tude towards his fellow beings and 
towards those who are In any way weaker, is attroolous. 
They are proud of themselves 5 and always walk with their 
h ea<Js j^^ )ward-si'^ /.^  
*%<m on his fours the Lion 
Treads with the surly Bear} 
But Men straight upxfard ft^om the dust 
Walk with the i r heads in a i r} " 
They even build the gates of their houses high enough to 
enter them "Unstooping" on the back of their "four-foot 
beasts", which is again IMicatlve of the i r pride, despite 
"Men's" knowledge of the fact that they are born of dust 
ani wil l become dust ultimately t 
"The doors of a l l thei r houses 
They arch so they may go, 
Uplifted o'er the four-foot beasts , 
Ifiistooping to and fro,"^^ 
hQ. pgftms 19Q1 tQ 1919, v o l . 1 1 , p . 201 , 1 1 . 1-if. 
If9. Ibid. J 11. 9-12. 
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Henoe in th i s brief poem the apparently insignificant 
spectacle of the wild aniffials, ^walldi^ iovi ©a the i r 
foTirs" leads the poet to d^ ibe ra t e on the elements of 
pride and cruelty deep-seated in human nature, 
"iSai But Blind" is also an Important poem 
in t h i s regard. I t i s another good example of de l a Ware's 
habit of observing the animate objects of Nature which 
ultimately leads him to philosophise on human l imits and 
l lMta t i ons , The oponins three stanzas of the poem hint 
a t man*s pride and the concept of his superiority over 
others , particularly over small and hoEible creatures. He 
considers thsn less sighted and l e s s knowledgeablo in 
comDarison to himself. In the opening stanza the poet says 
the IIK)1Q (a small insectivorous animal with t iny eyes and 
soft fur) can look for the Insects in the darkness of i t s 
narrow liole uhile no body els© can see properly in that 
darkness and thus a l l are blind to the "four-clawed Mole" t 
"All but b l in i 
In his chambered hole 
Gropes for worms 
The fo\ir-clawed Mole,"^° 
50. PQttia 19Q1 t?Q 191S> Vol, I I , p, 202, 11. 1-4. 
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Similarly, In the second and the third stanzeeof the 
po^T *^ ® vo^ desarlTsiS Ms observation of omer 
insignificant creaturesj they are the "hooded-Bat" and 
the "Barn-Owl", The "hooded-Bat" Is capable of Igx^J^bn^ 
things In darkness, which laan, and for tliat matter 
other ore?i.tiirGs aann&t do. Henco in the darlmess of 
night alx are blind to the "hooded Bat" * 
"All but blind 
In the evening sky 
The hooded-Bat 
Twirls softly by.«^^ 
This observation of de la Mare swings h i s Imagination 
back to human beings, and he real ises that l ike other 
creatures of God, man too, has got liis l imits and l imi ta -
t ions . If other creatures are blind to the mole and the 
bat in the darlcness of night man must also be blind to 
it 
"Some-one", as i s c lear from the capital *S*/refers to 
some Supreme Power which is Omniscient and Omnipotent, and 
therefore the poet humbly concludes t 
"And blind as are 
These three to me, 
51. Poems 1901 lio 1918, voi. i i , p. 202, 11. ?.8. 
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So, blind to Sorae-on© 
I must be" ^^ 
While In the 'Titmouse" poet 's observation of 
a very l i t t l e bird which l ives in a very small hole 
made in the tree-trunk, leads him to thjbnik of human 
predicament, and h is ultimate fate in th is epheoePol \«>J?ld. 
He says/if you dangle a palm-nut firom a t ree you \3ould see 
a "nimblelTitmouse mter i n / I t s gno '^7-pulped kernel for 
b a i t " | ana in th is -fcray th i s l i t t l e creature becomes almost 
non-escistent for the outside xorld s 
"Out of eartli*s vast uakratm of a i r , 
Out of a l l summer, from wave to "wave^  
He*ll perch, and prank his feathers f a i r 
Tangle glass-clear wilderIng stave. 
And take his oomnrans there " 
This entering of the l i t t l e creature into a small hole 
made in the tree-trunk and then becoming non-existent for 
the outside \Jorld reminds the poet of man's short span of 
l i f e after whidi he too ceases to exist and becomes, l ike 
52. ftaaas 1901 to 1918, Voi. i i , p. 202, 11. 13-16. 
53. gallsgtfld, ^ttaa> P. I^» 3 I . 6-10. 
too 
the titmouse, a part of -what de la Mare ca l l s •Time's 
enormoias flight'* ^ 
"This tiny son of lifof this sprlght, 
My Bomentary Huaan sought, 
Plum© ^ t h h i s \dng in the dappling 
l i g h t , 
Clash timbrel, sh r i l l and gay —• 
An into Time's Rnormous Hought, 
Sweet-fed, n t l l i ' i t eway."''^ 
SlmlLarly, in the "Haunted" h is observation 
of the animate xorld leads Mm to deliberate on human 
vjorld, The poet I s v&ey imdh. impressed by the peace and 
sense of security -tMch the animate objects —«• birds 
and beasts —— en^oy. But he does not find the same in 
the human world t 
"The rabbit in his burrov/keeps 
No guarded watch, in peace he sleeps} 
The -wolf that hoiAs in challenging 
night 
Cowers to her l a i r at morning light} 
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The simpl6f?t bird entwlns a nest 
1/ftiefS^  she may lean H«p lai^ely breast , 
Cotjched In the silence of the bough, 
But thou, 0 man, what r e s t has thou ?" 
This peace and sense of security of the vjorld of tiie 
animate objcctn when comparted aoa confer as ted to the haman 
world by the poet ho finds that tliore i s restlessness and 
"subtler questioning" in the "divided heart" of man, 
Unllko "The Vfolf that howls in challenging night" and 
"Cowers to her l a i r at morning l i g h t , " , to en^oy sound 
sleepj^man's cares are increased by every night and 
consequently every morning he f iMs himself more burden©! 
|6^ cares than before « 
"Tlty emptiest sol i t tde can bring 
Only a s u b t l e questioning 
In thy divided heart. Thy bed 
Recalls at da\jn what midnight said 
56 
'Iftek h^\} thou wilt to feign content," 
The poet discovers the source of raan*E rest lessness , and 
55. Poimn 19P1 to 191ff, voi. x, p. 171, I i . 1-8. 
?6, IML., 11. 9-13. 
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Inseourifcy in his pride, high hopes and desires, and 
the wordly pomp and show. He regrets that man has te 
give up a l l these things at the time of the commencement 
of his final journey when he leaves behind th i s world 
of pomp and show with a sense of dissat isfact ion i 
"Pomp and great friends may hem 
thee round, 
A thousand busy tasks be found; 
Barth»s thronging beauties may beguile 
Thy longing love sick heart awhilej 
And pride l ike cloud of sunset, spread 
A changing glory round thy headj 
But fade xd.ll a l l j and thou must come 
Hating thy journey, homeless home."^' 
In view of the poems discussed in the fore-
going page^^about the animate objects of Nature — - b i r d s , 
domestic pets, wild beasts and l i t t l e creatures l i ke the 
titmouse, mole, moth, and wasp, e t c . , ^—• i t may be 
safely concluded that de l a Mare is a very intent and 
close watchtf of these creatures of God« Bven the smallest 
creatures l ike the titmouse and the mole, etcj usually 
57. PQflma W 1 to 1918, voi. i , pp. 171-72, 11. 17-2^-. 
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hiddfcj from the cxirmon eye, are within the range of 
his observation. Further his a t t i tude towards these 
animate objects, whether they are tame or wild, I s very 
syn^jattietic, ^e t reats then at equal footing with man, 
as .is clear from the love, compassion and understanding 
found in his poems for these animate objects, and vehement 
denunciation of their oppressors l ike the huntsman and the 
butcher, eto. 
Also the poet*8 ..observation of the animate 
objects of I&ture inspires him to philosophise on human 
nature, human predicament and his iHtlmate fa te In th i s 
ephemeral and material ^-jorld. If the behaviour of the 
wild animals l ike the l ion and bear leads him to think 
of pride and violence deep-seated in manj the mole and 
the ••haoded bat" etc, remind him of human l imits and 
l imitat ion. Similarly, the l i t t l e titmousete habit of 
shutting i t se l f up into a small hole in the tree-trunk 
hints at man's journey Into the "Timers enormous Nou^t"» 
We may therefore conclude, to use Duffin» a words, that 
"a sympathy warm,live, full of complete and humorous 
understanding"'" characterises a l l of de la Mare's poems 
about the animate objects of Nature, 
58, H.C. Duffia, Thoma Itf^Yf P. 1 3 7 . 
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As pointed out ear l ie r , the domimnt trend 
of the EduaPdlan aiad Georgiaa poetry was the portrature 
of T)hs23omenal/ external ^lature with an eye on her 
abstract aspeots| particttLarly in thdLr descriptions of 
gardens, meadotJ^, seasons ard weathers| morning, aM 
evening. But in de l a I'^e*8 poetry Nature has also come 
in CD a baclcground to human actions and oaotions. H© 
uses hor as an object of comparison to laoralise on human 
f a t e . Sometimes %tural phemmena merdly seem echoing 
the hunan moods, wliJle sometimes i t creates moods• They 
also inspire him to ponder on human predicament and the 
poet ooncludes tha t a l l the inhabitants of the earth 
"sliare the same consciousness". Fow we consider s«me posns 
in which Nature i s used as a background to homtn actions 
and emotions. 
"Autumn" is actually a love poem describing bow 
the poet feels after the death of a child x-jho was very dear 
1. Dorris Hoss MeCrosson, Walt«^p de l a M*f^  (New ?brk i 
Twayne Pi&lishers, Inc. , 1966), p. 72. 
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to Mnu I t I s a good example of harmony/correspondence 
between the poet 's emotions and the atmosphere arotind 
him. The death and decay In the season of Autumn In the 
phenomenal world reminds him of the s t e r i l i t y and barren-
ness of his own heart after the death of a child dear to 
him. In the opening stanza, he describes the dismal atmos-
phere in the season of Autumn i 
"There i s a wind vihere the rose was5 
Cold rain where sweet grass was; 
And clouds l ike sheep 
Stream over the steep 
Grey skies where the lark was." 
This loss of l i f e and act ivi ty in the phenomenal world 
reminds him of the loss of h is beloved, H© i s no longer 
able to caress the golden hair or feel the warmi2i of the 
ch i ld ' s hands. The only thing possible to visual ise is 
the ghost of him. 
"Nought gold where your hair was| 
Nought warm where your hand wasf 
2. Walter de la Mare, Poang 1?0,1 te.^9l8,Vol. I (London 1 
Bonstable & Company Ltd. , 1922), p. 95» 
11. 1*5. 
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But phantom forlorn 
Beneath the thorn 
your ghost tjhere your f aoe wasi'3 
And the atmosphere eohoes h is grief and despondency i 
"Sad t^ dnda vjhere your voice wasf 
Tears, Tears t^here my heart was; 
And ever vrlth me, 
Child ever with me, 
k 
Silence where hope was,"^ 
••The Ghost" Is also a good eocample of correspond 
dence between the poet ' s omotlons and objects of Nature. 
Here also the poet jPeels as If the objadts of Nature are 
echoing his mood or as If they are sharing the poet 's 
grief. In the opening stanza the poet hints a t the fact 
of death of someone dear to him through a significant wrd 
"Peace", \dilch has also silenced the heart of the poet t 
PEACE In thy hands, 
Peace In thine eyes, 
3 , Walter de l a Mare, Ibama 1901 tol9l8.(LQndon t Constable 
& Company ^ td , , 1922), p . 95, H . 6-10. 
h. Ib id . , 11. 11-15. 
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P§Soe on thy feraw 
Flower of a raoment in the eternal hour, 
Peace \dth me now.^ 
The poet 's heart i s no longer ful l of joy and enthusiasm. 
I t i s s i l en t and so I s the atmosphere around him ——. the 
bird i s not singing, nor the sea breaking. Everything i s 
echoing the * silence* of the poet»s heart whose * storm* 
is over now i 
"Kbt a wave breaks, 
Not a bird c a l l s , 
My heart , l ike a sea, 
Silent after a storm that hath died 
A 
Sleeps \d.thin n»," 
Everything —— 'night ' s dew*, '-WDrld's leaves ' , and 
'winter ' s snow*, e t c , ——seems to have become quiet . 
They are sharing/in the sorrow that has str iken the poet 's 
heart t -^—^  
All the night ' s dews, 
All the world's leaves, 
5. Walter de la Mare, Baama 1901 to 19.18^  Vol, I (London i 
Ctonstable & Compaur Ltd,, 1922), p. 177,11.1-5. 
6. Ib id . , 11. 6-10. 
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All winter 's snow 
Seem with thelP quiet to have s t i l l ed 
in l i f e s dream 
7 
All sorrowing now,*^  
"Alone»* i s also a love poem giving expression 
to the poet ' s loneliness and toredom after the death of 
his beloved, Onoe, when the beloved was a l ive , everything 
was ful l of l i f e and gaelty, there was 'sumn^r* everywhere t 
"Once the pink oast a winy smell, 
She wild bee hung in the hyelnth h e l l , 
a 
Light in efiXLgence of beauty f e l l t " 
But after the death of his beloved he i s l e f t alone in 
th is \o r ld | Instead of * simmer' i t i s 'winter* that i s 
prevailing a l l around i 
"Alas, my loved one i s gone, 
I am alone t 
I t i s winter."^ 
Here, as else\diere, there I s not only harmony between ttie 
7. Walter de l a ^iare, qagas 19Q1 te 1.?1fi,yplt % (London i 
Constable & Company Ltd,, 1922),p.95, 11.11-15, 
8. Ibid. , p. 196, 11. 7-9. 
9« Ib id . , 11. 10»12. 
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emotions of the poet and the atmosphire In the ei^&^nal 
^^rld, but also the changes in the external -world create 
moods and i n t eng .^^a^he poet 's grief• The vrinter in 
the outside Miorld roninds him of the winter (symtolio of 
s t e r i l i t y barrenness and suspension of l i f e ) within his 
own heart, % notices tha t 
"fhe abode of the nightingale i s bare. 
Flowered frost congeals in the gelid a i r , 
10 
The fox hoTds from his frozen l a i r . 
Similarly, he fee ls in his heart as if 
My candle a si lent f i r e doth shed, 
Starry Orion haunts o*er head} 
Come moth, come shadow, the world i s deadt 
•si lent f i re*, •moth» and 'shadow* etc# a l l symbolic of 
deatii come to the mind of the poet because his beloved i s 
dead and gone, and he i s l e f t alone i 
'Alas my loved one i s gone, 
10. Walter de l a Ikre , Pogna 19Q1 tO l.St Vol. I (London i 
Constable & Company Ltd., 1922), p . 95,11.1-3. 
11. Ib id . , 11. 13-15. 
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I am alone; 
I t Is winter,' '2 
And finally a case of correspondence between 
himan mood and the phenomenal vrorld may be exemplified 
from the poem entit led "TheyTold Me". A child named Pan 
i s dead. The poet, because of his love for tho child, is 
not ready to believe i t . People say that he i s dead ex^ 
gone bat he is r»t convinced. He feels as If Pan is s t i l l 
a l ive and speaking through various objects of %ture , l i ke 
*the green valley* and *the grey elder-thickets*, e t c . H© 
i s very sad and thinw tha t the whole of Nature i s sharing 
/fh? his grief and therVore, l ike Matthew Arnold In his 
"Dover Beach"/thlacs that even the sea is sad and the poet 
i s able to r e m i s e i t t 
"Sometimes I t seemed my own heart heard 
Inland the sorrow of the s e a . " ^ 
Thare are poems in which natural phenomena laad 
the poet to ponder over human predicament.they/£nspire him 
to monilise on various aspects of human l i f e . In th i s 
12. Walter de la Mare, Boama lom to 18^ 7ol. I (London t 
Constable & Company Ltd., 1922), p.95,11.16-18, 
13. Ib id . , p . 7, 11. 7-8, 
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graw^ of poems lie predominantly dwells on the theme 
of death and mortality. He i s convinced by the cycle 
of creation, growth and decay in the phenomenal toorld 
that the human l i f e and beauty i s also ©aphemePal, because 
to d© la Kaffe, "a l l of ear th 's inhabitants, animate or 
inanimate, shair© the "same consciousness"| 'for thery a l l 
have a t l eas t , the same fate* -*»- as in the "titmouse" 
at a feeding station t 
"This tiny son of l i f e , This sprightj 
Plume \jlth his x/ing in the dappling l i g h t , 
Clash timbrel s h r i l l and gay — 
An into Time's enormous Ibught, w^ 
sweet-fed will f l i t away.'-' 
Not just snow drop and birds, however, share with man 
"the inevi tabi l i ty of the journey into the *Tlmes enormous 
Nought'."^^ 
Htf?e, in the same vein is the l a s t stanza of "A Rose in 
Candlelight" t 
Lo, now the l ight that bathes t h i s rose, 
TlMtffi wn4rQ\g rg^ i t s diegls to Rjye I 
1M-. Mo Crosson, oniu-aUL., P. 73. 
15. Walter de l a M«re, gollfg^tfi PBflBS (london t Paber & 
Faber, 1938), p. 1^, 11. 11^15. 
16. MoCrosson, QB. g i t . 
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Fleeting we are, however falrj 
17 
And only representative." 
Similarly in the poem "When the Rose i s Pade^", 
X'^ ioh i s a love poem, th© poet tsy drawing an analogy 
roassTires/ convlnoes himself of th© transItorlness of the 
beatity of h i s beloved. He observes that even very beautiful 
flowers are subject to death and decay. %ei r beauty 
disappears as soon as they fade i 
"When the rose Is faded, 
Memory may s t i l l dwell on 
Her beauty shadowed 
18 And the sweet smell gone," 
Similarly, the beauty of her beloved wuld vanish the 
moment she dies * 
"Oh, thus, thy beauty, 
Loveliest on earth to me, 
Dark with no sorrow, shines 
19 
And burns, with Thee," ^ 
17. ffoUgg^fld ft?flBa> P* 1B7, 11. 5-9. 
18. fQmsi 19Q1 liO 1918, Vol. I , p . 85, 11. 1-5. 
19. Ib id , , 11, 13-16, 
11^ 
The poet 's t>©lief in the transItoriness of 
beauty QP& the inevi tabi l i ty of the journey of a l l the 
inhabitants of the earth into "T3me*s enormous Nought" 
f iMs ful les t expression in his poem "Shadow", as the 
t i t l e of the poem i t se l f suggests. His observation of 
the phonomenal v»Pld confirms, muoh against the Imagina-
t ion of the poet \*iioh makes "the changing, unchangeable", 
the inevi tabi l i ty of death in th i s dwr ld , H© observes 
that l i f e anl death goes/ hand-ln-hand in this w r l d . Bhren 
the beautiful object l i co i'ose, ar© born but to die i 
"Even the beauty of the rose doth cas t , 
Vlhen i t s bright , fervid noon i s past, 
A s t i l l and lengthening shadow in the dust} 
2111 darkness come 
And take i t s strange dream home,"^ 
In the second stanza of the poem the poet takes 
soKG other objects of H&ture l ike 'bubbles of wa^tr*, 
•golden nimbus of the windowed s a i n t ' , e t c . , vtoo are simply 
journeying to mortality t 
"The transient bubbles of the water paint 
20. I^ flfflg 19Q1 tJQ 1918, Vol. I , p . 5, 11. 1A. 
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»Noath tk«lr fpall arch a shadow faint | 
The golden n^ lmbus of taie windowed saint, 
Til l shine the stars, 
Casts pale and trembling taars. 
Tills jotirney of the objects of Hature to meet their 
ultimt© end, that i s , ncrtality reaffirms the poet's 
beiLlef that every thing in this ephemeral ijorld is subjeot 
to mortality ? 
"The loveliest thing earth hath, 
a shadow hath, 
A dark and livelong hJjit of death. 
Haunting i t ever t U l i t s last faint^rj 
bPeath, ' ^ 
Most of the imagery used in this poem is functional 
partiotiLarly the image of 'darknesi^»shadow', 'dust* and 
'asphodel' (which blooma eternally in the Greek SLysitim, 
the home of the dead), etc. are used symbolically in the 
poem« 
The phenomena of Nature also inspire / the poet 
to ponder over human predicament and philosophise about 
2 t . Pttflca 19g1 to 19l8f Vol. I , p, 8?, 1 1 . 6-10. 
22, I b i d . , 1 1 . 11-13. 
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hraian nature. Take, for example, his poem "VJhen the 
^©#e is^Foded'V I t Is^a love poem,lttt here alflo^ the 
changes In the phenomenal world, part lctaarly death and 
decay ^ l o h I s the ultimate fate of a l l the Inhabitants 
of the ear th ' / reminds the poet of the fact tha t the 
beauty of h i s beloved I s transitory and that she too Is 
a mortal being, as he notices tha t the beauty and smell 
goes out the moment "the rose I s faded" though 'IBemory 
may s t i l l dwell on" i 
"When the rose I s faded, 
Memoiiy may s t i l l dweH on 
Her beauty shadowel, 
And the sweet smell gone." 3 
The poet real ises tha t the beauty of his beloved I s 
ephemeral, and also the Insignificance of the Immortality 
that he had been tryli% unconsciously or emotionally out 
of his love, to confer upon her. He i s convinced that i t 
i s only at the thought-level that Imagination or memory 
may make "of the changing/ The unchangeable. " | otherwise 
i t i s not possible in the real world. Therefore, the 
23. ftans 19Q1 to 1918, Vol. i , p. lMf, i i . i-it. 
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poet oonolTades that h\jman beauty too I s t ransi tory 
and mortal « 
Oh, thug thy beauby, 
Loveliest on earth to me, 
Dark with no sorrow, shines 
Am bxa:ns w l * Iheo.^'^ 
"The Miracle" i s a good example of de l a Mare*s 
belief in pantheism or to see the presence of the Qreatcir 
behind the creations, bat here also ¥e find that the 
changes in the phenomenal vrorld inspire the poet to think 
of himan predicament and henoo to moralise on human nature. 
His observation does not rma ln confined to the beauty of 
the created objects in the phenomenal world bat he also 
recognises death and decay as the other side of the same 
coin, that i s , a co-partner of l i f e . He s ta r t s in the 
characterist ic style of questioning (bred by science in 
the l a t e r nineteenth century in Ihgland) and says, 
"\ft» beolaons the green ivy up 
I t s sol i tary tower of stone ? 
2»f. PQftins 1901 to 191g, Vol> I , p. 85, 11 . 13-16. 
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What sp i r i t lures the bindweed*© cup 
tMfalteringly on ?"^^ 
and that 
"Who bids the hol3^hoek upl i f t 
Her rod of fast-sealed buds on high| 
Plin^jide her petals —*.silent, swift, 
lovely to the sky ?"^^ 
Ho believes that as these objeots are created and they 
are created they die and meet t he i r decay t 
"Since as she kindled, so she ^idll fade, 
Flower above f low^ in squalor la id ,"^ ' ' 
I h i s "Icindling" of green ivy, 'bindweed* starry lichen" 
and hollyhockj the i r growth, when they 'stand upright ' 
and climbs over walls and t ree trunksj and them tatimately 
the i r withering away lead de la Mare to ponder on man whose 
''ambitions" and "vaunting thoughts", too, climb high l i k e 
2?. PoTis 1001 to 1981, Vol. I , p. 19, 11 , 1-^, 
26. Ib id , , 11 . 7-10. 
27. Ib id . , 11, 11-12. 
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Ivy or lichen. But man forgets the rea l i ty of h i s 
existence that h# I s to dle» l ike other objects on 
t h i s earth, after 'Hjrlef time" t 
"So creeps ambitionj so climb 
Man's Vaunting thoughts. He set on high, 
Bbrgets his b i r th , small space, brief 
time, 
That he shall die) 
Dream blindly In his stggnant airf 
Consume J his strength, s t r ips himself «« 
/[ bare,""^® 
Cjijs la Mare regrets t h i s tendency o n ^ a r t of man to 
forget the rea l i ty of l i f e and the short span of time 
that he i s to l i v e . And that he spends a l l his resotirces 
for "past earthly promise" at the cost of h i s *delight*, 
'ease* and 'pleasure' for one aim t 
"Rejects d ^ i g h t , ease, pleasure, hope, 
Seeking in vain, but seeking yet , 
Past earthly promise, earthly scope 
On one aim set."^^ 
28. Ite«n3 1001 tr> 1Q18. Vol. 1 , p . 20, 1 1 . 1 9 - ^ . 
29 . I b i d . , 1 1 . 25-28. 
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Here, as el&mh&Qf de l a Hare impresses us 
&B a misusMG observer c^ ti ie phenomena of Hat\^e, But 
unlike the majority of the Georgian poets, he I s not 
simply Interested In the spectacle of Nature for I t s 
oifin sake. On the contrary^the changes In the pheno-
menal \» r ld swlng^ the poets Imagination hack to taie 
human \jorld. In these %tural phenomena he sometimes 
does find an echo of h i s o"Mn nrood or for that matter 
thqy sometimes also create n»od In him. But that i s 
not a l l that one can thlrtk of de l a f a re ' s Mature poetry. 
"His f i r s t quest" In McCrosson*s -words "in a l l s i tua t ions , 
i s to flndout some solution to a ' l i fe t ime ' s mysteryS,"^ 
Hence these Natural phenomena and the changesln them, 
which de l a Mare recognises as the law of Nature, make 
hla ponder over human predicament and philosophise about 
h-uman nature. He I s convinced that "The lovel ies t thing 
earth hath, a shadow ha th , / A dark and livelong hint of 
31 
death." I t i s because of th is recognition of death 
and decay of a l l the objects of t h i s ephemeral world that 
he expresses his concern on human flaws l i ke high aWdtlons 
for things unattainable, or h i s atteanpt to make mortals 
immortal, e t c . , and he disapproves of them strongly as a 
r e a l i s t , 
30, MoCrosson, on. <^  t . ^ p, 73, 
31, Pnfflfia 1901 te 1918» Voi. i , p. ^. 
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^ e beadil^ of the phenomenal world has a special 
appeal for the poet, not onljr beoaime I t sa t i s f ies his 
sensmus ojc aesthetic «rgea «nd ia a creative oy to t l f l oa t ion 
of his iQoods but becaijise ttiey suggest divine manifestation. 
As H.C, Dtiffin points otits "there i s no escaping the fact 
that de l a Mare*s interest in the beauty of earth i s 
seldon pure. I t never has the simply sensuous motive of 
Keats or the youthfal Wordsworth, I t i s more akin to 
Vfordsi«rorth*s mature vision",^ The poet of The Prelude 
stood 
"Beneath some rook, l is tening to sounds 
that are 
The ghostay language of the ancient 
earth, 
Or make their dim abode in dis tant «^ 
winds".33 
To de l a Mare too the wandering wind ai^ the dark breakers 
beating on the shore "ever ca l l to the lone ghost" in him, 
making him homesick, \Asted viith "vain and unassuageable 
desires" , "The simple sounds of nature may convey their 
o\m slgnificames the tapping of a bird at vindow may 
portend the coming of a s p i r i t , the cal l ing of an o\4l 
32. H.c. Duffln, M I t r ftft In KftTfl « A M t t o a l nvAr Qt 
%U fftt^rv (london t Sldgwiok tfid Jackson, 
Limited, 19*^9), p , 99. 
33. Wliii«n Wordsworth, Tha PgOlTidif Bk. 
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hints at ray s tor ies , the lapwing's anguished cry 
distm^bs Vcm so'ai* *»2h€afe i s semethlng myatloal in the 
contemplative peace/ hiought by the tranquil loveliness 
of England's h i l l s and valleys, woods and hreaking sea" 
"The Vacant Day" Is a good example in th i s regard. Hej.© 
the poet i s able to commtme ^dth the in-dwelling spir i t* 
While Walking in "th© raeadows green" he hears the "stanmer 
noon resound"/ High overhead the windless a i r / Throbbed 
irith the homesick coursing cry of swallows", and 
"Beside me, too, cslear v/ater coursed 
VJhioh willow branches, lapsing low. 
Breaking their crystal glMir^ forced 
!Ib sing es they did flow,"'^'^ 
The poet l i s t ens to the sounds. He i s very much iapressed 
by liiem and strongly desires to meet the Divine Presence 
responsible for creating a l l these objects of Nature. H# 
acknowledges very d e a r l y that he l is tened to these 
mysterious sounds but at the same time he rea l i ses his 
inabi l i l^ to express th is mystical experience adequately t 
"I l istened I and my heart was dumb 
With praise no language could express) 
3^ . Duff in, ftp- fiit.y p . 62, 
35 . Baama 1001 to 1918. Vol, I , p . 2M+, 1 1 . ^^.8. 
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Longing in vain for him to 
Who had breathed such lov^lneas ."^^ 
"Nature has pantheistic moods of her own, and 
they are not to be d©iled at the bidding of science."37 
So thinks de l a Mare also, l i ke Yeats, Barrle, Kipling, 
James Stephens, and Lord Dunsay, etc. and other major 
writers of the l a t e r nineteenth centiiry. Pantheism as a 
philosophic creed holds that the Universe Is permeated, 
sustained and Interpenetrated by one 'Universal Mind* and 
that every portion of the universe Is but an expression of 
t h i s animating principle, as la also eaoh individual mind 
while subject to the l imitat ions of mortality. His poem 
enti t led "Evening" offers a clear exsnple of pantheism. 
I t i s a very r ea l i s t i c anl detailed description of the 
approaching evening. As the twilight darkens, birds return 
to the i r abodes I and glow-worms break through the darkness, 
then s t i r s the owl in I t s nest to prowl through the dewy 
a i r , e tc . "Ibw a l l I s s t i l l " and the whole atmosphere i s 
shrouded with wonder and mystery, and i t Is through a l l 
these things that the poet i s able to feel the presence of 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmKmmmmMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtfmmmmmmmmmmm 
36. fftans 1901 te ,1918, Voi. i , p. 2Mf, n . if-8. 
37, Duffln, Op- c i t . , p. 67, 
1 ^ 
"ttielJ* anolenb Masters" i 
"0, vjhat an arch of l igh t now spans 
These fle3.ds by night no longer f^en*s I 
ThelP anolent J'laster I s ahroal, 
Walking beneath the nooiUlght cold i 
His presence I s the s t i l l ne s s , He 
F i l l s earth^wnder and mystery, "^ 
"!i?ho Scribe" I s also an impos?tmt poom tov^ 
t\K3 reasons — i t shotfs do l a ^We*s passion for beauty» 
secondly i t brings out quite mejdfestly the f aot that the 
poet«s a t t i tude towards beautifta objects i s not simply 
sensuous or aesthet ic , but in his poetry "Haturo*3 beauty 
39 
seems sometimes to clamour for laystio interpretat ion —i'. 
Here the poet*s meditation I s not confined to the descrip-
t ion of the beauty of various objects of K^ature but their 
loveliness leads him to tixink of their Creator* In the 
opening stanza of the poen he sings In praise of God, the 
Creator i 
"Vhat lovely things 
Thy hand hath made i 
38. BQ«»« 1001 to 18^ Vol, I , p. 39, 11. t7«2M.. 
39. ouffin, On, aU, P. 100. 
12? 
The smooth-plumed bird 
In i t s ©nePal shade, 
The S00d of the grass, 
The speok of stone 
Vfhiah the way ftolng ant 
ho Stirs 'x^ and hastes on I" 
lie Is o?er^^3ied| and thecefore, wishes to t/rite in 
.^r-cise of thalr Creator, For this he w)iiLd s i t by some 
tern, nclng i ts water as ink as his "spiri t \T111S to 
write of Earth's wnders" t 
«Thoush I stoould s i t 
% some tarn In thy hJ l l s , 
Using I ts ink 
As the spir i t wills 
!Ib ^irlte of Earth's wnders 
I ts l ive,\dlled things" 
But, 
"Flit \rovLl6. the ages 
On sotmdless wings 
^ 0 . fipfsnii 19Q1 tio 19lg , Voi. i , p . 2^+8, i i . 1-8. 
^ n Ibid., n. 9-1^. 
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Ere iinto Z 
My pen drew nlghj 
Lcfvlathan told, 
And the honey fly.** 
Ihe poet, therefbre, rea l i ses as In "The Vacant Day" 
tha t i t i s impossible to \jrite of the Immense beauty 
created by God t 
"Jtod s t i l l iraixld remain 
My \d.t to try - ^ 
My ^mm. reeds broken, 
The dark t am dry, 
All wodg forgotten -i— 
Thou, Lord, and l."^^ 
De l a ifere may be oomparea to Hopkins %*o in the "Pied 
Beauty" easo praises God for "the dapploi thing" He has 
created, he says t 
"Glory be to God for dappled things «—• 
For skies of couple-colour as a brlnded cov| 
For roseomoles a l l in stipple upon trout 
that svlm 
h2. ft>^« iqQi tft 1<li8, Vbl. I , p . 2if8, 11 . 15-20, 
^•3. Ib id . , p . 2*^9, 11. 21-26. 
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Fresh-fire-ooal ohestmit fal lsf i^ 
flnohea* wlngsf . , , " 
StmHarlyf do la Mare also sings in praise of QodJ f$v 
the'lovely things" He has created and they are manifes-
ta t ion of Hiniself. He, therefore, strongly longs for 
eulogizing Him \-dth the religious reverence of Hspkins. 
Moreover, in the wrds of Megroz, here he i s "very close 
to the oriental mysticism of a poet l i ke Rablndranath 
Tagore"^^ 
But in de la Mare's Poetry th i s concept of the 
Divine I^esence manifesting i t s e l f through various objects 
of Hature i s not always as all-pervasive and d i s t inc t as 
in the poetry of the Romantic poets, part icularly in 
Words\«rth and Shelley. On the contrary, in de l a Mare 
i t i s some mysterious Presence with whom the poet communes. 
I t i s th i s mysterious Presence which charges even ordinary 
objects in his poetry with wonder and mystery, hence the 
difference between de la Mare and Wordsworth, since his 
f i r s t quest "in a l l situations i s to find out some solution 
Mf. Michael Roberts and Peter Porter, eds, , The Fi^btg Book 
Ol yjgatfB Ygflfi (london i Faber & Faber, 
1982), p. 65, 11. 1-^. 
1^5. R.L. Megroz, W«lti*»> ^m fn U^m I A BlbHflgP«nhli»ol «nd 
gftta^ftBl StodY (london I Hodder ajbd 
Stoughton Limited, 1928), p . 263. 
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to a l i f e times mystspy'7^ therefore, In inost of his 
poems his s tyle I s Interrogative. He usually does not 
simply confer praises or Identifies hlms^f with the 
Divine Presence pervading a l l objects of Nature l ike 
Wbrdsworth but seems to be exploring that all«»pervaslve 
Spi r i t through various (Squerles. ^t I s oharaoteristic 
of most of h i s poems. Takei for example, "The Hlracle". 
The poet ca;jl not name with certainty the agency that has 
created various objects of Nature, In his characterist ic 
questioning manner he expresses his anxiety to know that 
Poxrer because "the hackneyed miracle of growth" s t i l l 
ronalns a mystery for the poet though i t i s presented as 
an unambiguously animate object t 
"Who beckons the green ivy up 
I t s sol i tary tower of stonej 
What sp i r i t lures the bindweedSs ovtp 
Unfalteringly on ? 
Calls even the starry lichen to climb 
By agelong Inches andless time" ^ 
The same Idea Is repeated in the *%>bodyKnows'*« 
The poet does commune, l ike other mystic poetsiVwlth the 
k6» MoCrosson, Opi git* 
V7. PQfn.l 19Q1 to 1918, Vol. I , p . 19, a i . 1-6, 
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wind bat f a l l s to understand i t , hence what i t says 
remains a mystery for ever. He says i 
"Often I have heard the Wind sigh 
By the ivied orchard wall , 
Over the leaves in the dark nights, 
Breath a s i t i n g ca l l , 
And faint away in the silence, 
While I , in my bed, 
kg V/ondered, what i t said," 
He admits h i s inabil i ty to understand fally the voice of 
the wind and seeks consolation in the generalisation that 
"Nobody Knows what the wind i s " . 
Like Shelley, de la Mare also seems to siibsorlbe 
to the view that human soul does not die xdLth the physical 
death. On the contrary, i t i s absorbed in the "Eternal 
Spi r i t " . By th is absorption in the Divine Spirit he does 
not mean complete loss of the individual identity but that 
personality loses i t s earthly dross and participates in 
the universal 'Light* and "Loveliness". Thas Shelley speaks 
^8 . PQi»n« 1001 to iQifi^ Vol. I I , p. 233, n . 1-8. 
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of Keats^ l a his ^donalsy who has become one with the 
"Loveliness" t 
"He Is a portion of the loveliness 
Whiah once ha mad© more lovelyi he doth 
bear 
His par t , while the one S p i r i t ' s plastio 
stress 
Sweeps through the diO.1 world 
• • • • • • • • • • • * « • • » • • • « • • • 
itod bicpstlng In i t s beauty and i t s \^Q 
might, 
Simiarly in "Th^ Ibid Me" Walter de l a Mar© hears the 
rational!si 's call that "Pan \as dead", yet he i s often 
surprised to l i s t e n to h i s voices in "the green valleys" 
and "elder thickets", i 
"They told me Pan was dead, but I 
Oft marvelled who i t was that sang 
Down the green valleys languidly 
50 Vlhere the grey elder — thickets hang." 
!I!he same idea i s repeated In anoth^ poem 
h9* P«B, Shelley, Moaala.* ^t. ^-3. 
50. Pogaa 1901 to 1?19, Vol. i , p. p 7, 11. 1-^. 
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enti t led "Soroery". H©re also »'Pan Is not dead" Mt 
s t i l l Isings swoet.out of ear th ' s fragrant shade" and 
leaves amongst the violets "tears of an antique 
"bitterness". 
I t nay, therefore^ be oonaluded that de l a Mare's 
poetry is not oompletdly devoid of mysticism. Pantheistic 
notes are readily reoognisahl© in some of his poems. In 
some of these poems he expresses his conviction to f eeOL 
th© Divine Presence behind objects of Hattirei to whom he 
sometimes addresses as "the ancient Master" and sometimes 
aas "the flreator". De l a Hare believec tha t the Creator 
manifests himself through his creations. & also coramtines 
with vgiTious objects of Nature and also believes in the 
identif ication of the human and the divine after the physical 
deatti. But what makes him different from other mystic poets 
i s his sharper perception of mystery and wonder which pre* 
dominateihis ent ire poetry and ent i t les him to be designated 
as the po«t of "the other world". Hence he i s not siBoply 
a d^lneator of tiie beauties and sounds of Iftiture, or one 
who may find an echo or correspondence between his moods 
and ideas, and the phenomenal world. Hs i s not only "the 
divine child of fantasy" but also "The Scribe" of God,^^ 
c 0 Nc l i S i i a J 
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The tradi t ion of Ifeitire poetry In English 
which formally started with James !Diomsonjpeached i t s 
zenith with the Roaantio poets, part icularly in the poetry of 
VJords\TOrth \lxo explored her utmost phUosophloal l imi t s . 
In the Victorian poetry ^o J norm sort of a continuation 
of the at t i tudes of the RomantJlc poets i s observed, but 
i t I s considerably affected by ths ra t iona l i s t ic end 
scient i f ic temprament of the age. By the twentieth 
century the divorce bot-vreen man aafl Nature was once 
again evident with the shift of the centre of act ivi ty 
from vil lage to the metropolis. Consequently the socio-
pol i t ica l ideas of the time became the main source of 
inspiration for poets. The only groups of poets who 
s t i l l continued to write about Nature were the 
Georgians, They chose Nature subjects for treatment In 
their poetry. But In their a t t i t i d e towards her they 
were quite different from the l8th and 19th century 
English poets. Their poetry i s mainly deacriptlve of 
the sights and sounds of Neiture and i s wtnting in 
interpretat ive and reflective aspects. These Georgjjs^ 
poets were usually impressed by the beauty of her sights 
13^ 
and soiands X'flth rarely or no spir i tual concept of Divine 
But an analysis of the early poetry of 
Walter do l a Mare reveals that h is Interest in Ifettire 
xms conspicuous. Though he le f t Kent, a place knovn 
for I t s natural 'leauty at the age of four years and 
spent the rost of his l i f e in and arouni the metropolis 
(Loijaon), Yet his Doetry gives the impression of a man 
ifho never cut himself off from Hatiirei the reason is 
that tho Imi^ r OS clone of his childhood exporlemep Jl th 
tho boautlful placG of hie h i r th , continued to he a 
permanent passion xjith. de l a Marei a fact which i s 
reTlootGd in many of his poems in ^ i c h he describes 
h i s childhood esmerlences In a garden or a dale of 
snow. In th i s connection m^aition should be made of 
poems l ike " All That's Past", "The L i t t l e Or eon Orchard*', 
"Winter Dusk", "The Mountains", and "A Dale of Snow", e tc . 
Besides these abstract aspects of Nature 
de l a Mare has also viritten many poons on English flo r a . 
They include the "Tree", "The Hawthorn Hath a Deathly 
Smell", "Noon aoi Night Flowers" and "The Bindweed", e tc . 
All these poems are reaarkable, besides the richness of 
u? 
the colours and sound and the pre-Raphaelite detailsf 
for the eimmt of simple deOLliht and the poet^s sensuous 
love for Nature; in this regard he m^ be compared to the 
youthful Vfordswjrth and the sensuousness of Keats, But 
merely simple delight i s not enough for him, every thing 
comes to hto with cer tain human associations moat of 
h is descriptions of Natural phenomena are Interpersed \iith 
some features of human in te res t . In some of these poems 
Waturo serves as a bacskground to human actions and 
emotions, and the poet feels as i f the objects/phenomena 
of ITature are echoing h is moodsj \ftdlo In some other 
poeas they create moods in the poet. Poems l i k e 
"iilcine", "V/inter", "Autumn", "Esmemberance", and "The 
Reawakenii^", e tc , are important in this regard, 
Unlllce most of the Georgian poets de la Mare's 
poetry is onfloved with interpretat ive and ref lect ive 
dimensions. His observation of the spectacles of 
Nature often swings his imagination back to human l i f e 
and the poet gets inspiration to deliberate on human 
nature human predicament and his ultimate f^te in th i s 
ephemeral world. In th i s group of poems the predomina-
ting thanes are man's pride and mortality* In th i s 
connection mention may be made of poems l ike the 
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"Shadow", "An Epitaph" "The Hawthorn hath a Deathly 
Sm€ai"eto^ To him even the noblest manifestation of 
Nature are subject to ruin, deoay and death. Change 
he accepts, as the lew of Nature but he finds i t 
according to a certain fixed pattern. Hence she i s 
newer clothed in any conception of permanence. 
"Besides the ref lect ive or interpretat ive 
strains do l a Hare's a t t i tude towards Hature has ©IBO 
a theolog3.Gal touch about i t . Like \ifords\'Jorth and 
Shelley s t rmks of 'Deism* and 'Pantheism* pjre also 
seen in his met ry . In some of these poems he clearly 
recognises the "Divine Presence' manifesting i t s e l f 
through Various objects of Nature and the poet 
acknowledges that "Their Ancient Master is abroad,/ 
Walking beneath the moorCl^ht cold?/ His presence i s 
the s t i l l n e s s , He/ F U l s earth TrLth wonder and 
mystery". He i s able to "hear 'summer noon resound", 
but feels as if his "heart was dumb/ V/ith praise no 
language could express". In "The Scribe" he speaks of 
the lovely things created by God with the re l ig ios i ty 
of Hopkins, as A.C. Ward rematks that 'The Scribe' i s 
about the subject of a l l great verse —— God.and Man 
and the Universe, Milton made ten thousand lines on 
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the themei de l a Mare made twenty-six l ines only". I t 
should however, be lx)rne In mind that t h i s concept of 
the Divine Presence In de l a Mare's poetry i s not always 
as cer tain and dis t inct as In Wordsworth and Shelley, 
More often than not I t Is some inysterlons presence with 
in 
whom the poet Is/communion. 
De l a Mare*s Interest In and love for Nature Is 
further expressed In his poems ahout the anlmaie objects 
of Nature. Ihese poems show h is wide range of observa-
t ion and Include animals, b i rds , and even l i t t l e 
creatures l ike Insects, In most of these poems he has 
expressed his Intense love and sympathy for the animate 
objects and Is savagely c r i t i c a l towardar those who 
commit at jpoclt les on them for their pleasiare. Poems 
l i k e "it t /s , Alackl", "I can ' t A bear", "The Cage" and 
"HI", etc deserve mention. These poems about the 
animate object of Nature are also Important for thei r 
philosophical aspect, Ihe poet closely studies the 
behaviour of various animals and birds , e tc . and I t 
leads him to philosophise on human nature and human 
predicament In th is regard "Haunted" "Ifestooplng" and 
"All But Bllrri", etc are Important poems. These poons 
about the animate objects b e a r y testimony to the poet 's 
1. A.C. Ward, gpth Century Engl iah Lltgrittug|i (iqoi»6Q]i 
(London. Methuen & Co. Ltd., 196M-), p. 176, 
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power of observation as he does not even miss ttie l i t t l e 
and Insignificant creattires l ike mole, f ly , moth and 
vasp, e tc . 
Since de l a Mare spent the bet ter part of his 
youth In London working either as a clerk or a Journal l a t , 
he does not seem to have been Impressed by the cruel and 
si&llme aspects of Nature. He rarely talks of mountains, 
and 
sea and valleys,/storms e t c . , Out of 273 poems Included 
in Boana 1901 to 1918 Vol I and 11, there i s only one 
single poem entitled "Mountains" and t\-jo poems in which 
he talks of the 'roar of the sea of England*. Actually, 
to him Nature's cruel and maljclous aspect i s very much 
less important than her benevolence. He, therefore, 
emphasises a close affinity x-dth Nature, out of which 
emanates joy and peace x^ rtiloh solace the distressed 
hiManity. In th is regard he regrets his own Insensitive-
ness and confesses < 
What now nry anxious soul doth lack 
I s «iergy In peace to be « 
At one with Natures mystery.'^ 
He considers Natupefe plans benign and holds man responsible 
for the mal-distribution of her wealth, 
2 . gpllQgtfi^ l^gas, P. 321. 11. 3-5. 
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l a view of the various perspective as 
revealed duriiag the eotirse of the present stijdy i t may 
be concluded that Weater de l a Mare is a thorough 
na tura l i s t in \jbom the searching interes t of the 
sc ien t i s t and 12io Xovins obseiJVation of the poet are , 
fused together. 
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